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THE TEXTS AND THEIR  CULTURAL CONTEXT 

Many legendary stories are current about ~afikar~cfuya, the teacher of Advaita 
Vedfinta, some of which are recorded in texts known as the ~ankaravijayas) 
The oft-quoted dates for Sankara (788-820 CE) are found in one of these hagio- 
graphic texts, but internal evidence from Sankara's undisputed works suggests 
a date earlier in the eighth century. 2 The Madhavfya Sankaravijaya, which 
informs most accounts of ~afikara's life in both popular and scholarly literature 
(Bader 1991; Lorenzen 1983), is traditionally attributed to Vidy~ran.ya, who 
lived in the fourteenth century) This text, along with another ~ai~karavijaya 
by Anan~nandagiri, was consulted in one of  the earliest studies of Hinduism 
(Wilson 1977). The latter text is often mistakenly attributed to ,~,nandagiri, a 
thirteenth-century author of t.Tkas (subcommentaries) on ~a~kara's works, but ! 
show here that this text clearly dates from a much later period. Madhavfya has 
two commentaries, D. in.d. ima by Dhanapatis0rin and Advaitarajyalaks.m~ by 
Acyutar~ya. Other important texts include Cidvil~sa's Sai~karavijaya Vilasa, 
Sad~nanda's Sankaravijaya Sara, on which Dhanapatisfirin wrote a commentary 
called Dundubhi, R~jac0d.,~man.i Dik.sita's (Sai~karabhyudaya, and Govinda- 
n~itha's ~ai~karacaryacarita. 

When one turns to the Da~an~mi sampradaya, the living tradition of 
monasticism in Advaita Vedanta, one realizes that the hagiology of Safikara is 
an ongoing process. Da~an~.mi monks, whose mat.has (monasteries), agramas 
(hermitages), and akhad.as (schools) are found all over India, are so called 
because they use one of ten suffixes in their names: Ara.nya, ,A~rama, Bharati, 
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Giri, Parvata, Puri, Sagara, Sarasvati, Tinha, and Vana. The authors who wrote 
about ~aftkara were either themselves Da~anami sa.mnyasins (renunciants) or lay 
householder disciples, in whose families were born the men who became 
monks. This is the tradition that has produced hagiographic texts in the past 
and that continues to produce new texts while being influenced by the older 
ones. Nilakan..tha's f;ahkaramandarasaurabha and ~ai~karabhyudaya, Hosiflga 
Vasudeva Diks.'ita's Sahkaravijaya Campa, and Lak.sman.asfirin's Bhagavat- 
padabhyudaya are very recent texts, each being just about a century old. Wade 
Dazey (1987) has studied the influence of popular hagiographies on the organiza- 
tion of Da~anami orders. However, studies of the written texts (Antarkar 1960, 
1961, 1972)have not critically evaluated the claims of  important monks and 
contemporary institutions. The written 5]af~karavijaya texts, oral traditions, 
sam. ny~sa manuals, and mat.ha texts reveal different aspects of a larger cultural 
tradition, incorporating several regional and temporal variants. Thus, Govinda- 
natha says that Saflkara passed away at Trichfir in Kerala, although the more 
widely known tradition points to a site near Kedarnath in the Himalayas. On the 
other hand, Himalayan oral traditions about ~ankara's debates with Buddhists 
(Sax 2000: 47) are not found in any of the written texts. Modern scholars have 
tended largely to be unaware of such variants. This paper attempts to correct this 
situation by relating a number of hagiographic texts to the context of Daganami 

history and tradition. 
~aflkara is said to have been born at K[ila.ti in Kerala and to have lived a short 

life of thirty-two years. He is attributed with great debating abilities, leading to 
his ascension to the Sarvajfiapi.tha (seat of omniscience) in Ka~mira toward the 
end of his life. He is credited with the establishment of four principal mat.has, 
namely, the Jyoti.spi.tha at Badrinath, Govardhanapi.tha at Puri, g~,adapi.tha at 
~;~geri, and Kalikapi.tha at Dv~rak,~. These are called the amnaya mat.has, 4 
associated with the four Vedas, the corresponding Upani.sad mahavakyas (great 
sentences), and ~afikara's four chief disciples. The Dagan,~mi sam. nyasa orders 
are traditionally affiliated to these four mathas, 5 but in practice this is usually 
only nominal. A matha is primarily a residential educational center for monks, 
but the Hindu monk is ideally a wanderer (parivrajaka). Numerous mat.has 
and agramas have been established over time, either as official branches of pre- 
existing institutions or separately by individual teachers. V~a0~ i  alone is 
home to a number of mat.has (Sawyer 1993). In northern India, the Daganamis 
are also organized into six akhad.as, named ,/~nanda, A.tal, ,~v~an, Jun~, 
Nirafijani, and Mahanirvan.i. 6 These are said to have come into being much later 
than the amnaya mat.has, but most monks identify themselves more strongly 
with their own institutions or with these akhad.as than with the four principal 
mat.has. For example, the right to precedence at the Kumbhamelas is decided 
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on the basis of akhad.a affiliations. In the south, the akhad.as are largely non- 
existent. 

The heads of mathas are titled Sankar~c~ryas, while the leaders of the akhad.as 
are called Mahama.n.dale~varas. The latter is an elective position, and the 
disciples of a Mah~ma.n.dale~vara cannot expect to inherit the title automatically. 
In contrast, the history of a mat.ha is inseparably linked to its succession of 
~ankar~c~'tryas. Usually, the Safikar~cru'ya of a mat.ha nominates one of his 
disciples to be his successor. Thus, each mat.ha functions remarkably independ- 
ently of the others, but succession disputes arise if the head of a mat.ha passes 
away without unambiguously nominating a specific disciple. This leads to the 
involvement of other mathas and members of  the larger monastic community, 
as exemplified in the recent history of  the Badrin~th mat.ha. In the twentieth 
century, the mat.has at Puri and Dv~ak~ have also witnessed disputes regarding 
succession issues. The resolution of such problems has contributed to close 
relations among the four amnaya mat.has in recent times. 7 Of these four 
principal mat.has, ~.rfigeri seems to have had the most stable history and 
continues to have a strong lay following, especially among Sm~u'ta Br~man.a 
communities. This classical Advaita monastic tradition has also inspired 
modem neo-Ved~ntic teachers, among whom Siv~nanda and Cinmay~nanda 
explicitly trace their lineage to the ~ g e r i  mat.ha, while Paramaham. sa 
Yog~nanda traces his to the Puri mat.ha. ~ 

It is well known that in addition to the four Vedas, various candidates vie for 
the title of the fifth Veda, ranging from specific texts (the Mahabharata) to 
entire disciplines (,~yurveda). Similarly, in addition to the four amnaya mat.has, 
numerous other institutions have claimed to be the fifth mat.ha, established by 
Sankara himself. These include the K~imako.tipit.ha at K~ficipuram, the Sumeru- 
pi.tha at V~ran.~si, and the Karavirapi.tha at Kolh~pur. However, like the tenuous 
status of  the fifth Veda, the claims to antiquity of these other mat.has have not 
gone unchallenged. Of these, perhaps the one institution that has obtained the 
greatest degree of general importance is the K~ficipuram mat.ha, under the 
leadership of its late centenarian head, Candra~ekharendra Sarasvati. Today this 
mat.ha is very prominent, and its head wields much political influence. As both 
~ g e r i  and K~fici mat.has are located in southern India, relations between the 
two are marked by rivalry and competition, usually extremely fierce but some- 
times cooperative and friendly. Not surprisingly, the claim of any institution to 
be considered a fifth principal mat.ha creates its own traditions that affect the 
hagiographic literature. 

Accounts found in the K~fici mat.ha's Gururatnamala and Sus.am~ differ 
widely from those in other sources such as S~geri 's  Guruva.mgakavya. The 
K~ii~ci texts hold that ,~a~kara spent his last days at K~ficipuram, where he 
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ascended the Sarvajfiapi.tha and established a fifth ma.tha for himself as a central 
institution. 9 This disputes the tradition of  four amnaya mathas as well as 
the more widely accepted traditions of the Sarvajfiapi.tha in Ka~mira and 
Saflkara's last days in the Him,~layas. "~ In terms of ~mn~ya classification, at 
least two different claims have been made. One set of publications claims the 
Dak.si.n~mn~ya title for the K~fici ma.tha (Aiyer and Sastri 1962; Devasenapati 
1975; Mahadevan 1983). This necessarily comes at the expense of the ~.rngeri 
mat.ha, so that the same publications claim that ~.rflgeri is not an old institution 
but only a branch of another mat.ha at KS.dali. ~t Another claim is that the 
~.rflgeri mat.ha had been in a state of 'lapse' for a long period of time (N. 
Venkataraman 1923: 25-27). A different technique has been to seek to add a 
new amnaya designation, with a different set of implications. Thus, Candra- 
~ekharendra Sarasvati of the K~ifici mat.ha has claimed that K~fici represents the 
mal~mn~ya (the root ~mn~ya) ~'- and is the parent of the entire Da~an~mi order, 
with lndra-Sarasvati as its unique suffix (Sunil 1987: I 1). This directly brings 
this mat.ha into conflict with the other three dmn~ya mat.has. In response, 
leaders of the Dv~rakA and Puri mat.has have strongly repudiated the KSfici 
matha's claim to an independent lineage from ~ankara. ~3 Other Da~an~mi 
akhad.a records are remarkably silent about a mat.ha at K[lfici (Giri 1976:15-17) 
and regard Indra-Sarasvati only as a variant of Sarasvati, one of the standard 
ten suffixes. The Sarasvati suffix is unanimously assigned by all Da~an~mi 
traditions to the ~ g e r i  mat.ha, whose followers therefore insist that the K~u~ci 
mat.ha is at least nominally subordinate. ~4 The Kiifici mat.ha seems to have been 
originally based at Kumbhakon.am, ~5 near Tafij~v0r, where its oldest attested 
record dates from 1821 CE. Numerous lines of evidence show that the heads of 
this mat.ha established themselves in K~ftci after a kumbhabhisekam (temple- 
consecration ceremony)of  the K,~m,~ik.si temple in 1842 (Sharma 1987: 154). 
The KS.fici mat.ha claims that the 1842 temple ceremony marked a move back 
to its original home, as unstable political conditions had forced a move from 
K~ficipuram to Kumbhakon.am at the turn of the nineteenth century. ~6 There 
is a tradition, recorded in many ~ankaravijaya texts, that ~ankara visited 
K,'iiicipuram, consecrated a grtcakra (ritual diagram representing the goddess), 
and worshipped the goddess K[im~k.si. ~.rfigeri followers do not contest this 
legendary account of ~afikara's visit to Kiificipuram but reject the claims that the 
Kafici mat.ha was established by ~ankara and has a right to the name K~mako.ti- 
pit.ha. In their view, the K~mako.tipi.tha refers to the gr~cakra at the K~m~tk.si 
temple in K~ficipuram, which cannot be equated with a malha. ~7 

For most academic purposes, it is expedient to ignore such mat.ha disputes. 
However, specific ~aflkaravijaya texts have come to be associated exclusively 
with each of these mat.has, so that although this controversy is less than two 
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centuries old, TM it assumes much importance for any study of 5]aflkara's hagiog- 
raphy. The leaders of the Da~an~mi akhad, ds and heads of all four amnaya mat.has 
seem to hold the Madhavgya ~ailkaravijaya in high esteem (B. Upadhyaya 
1967: xi-xxii), and its widespread acceptance within the tradition is reflected in 
most modem literature on Saf~kara. In addition, its attribution to Vidy~ra0.ya 
leads to a close alignment of the text with the ~ g e r i  tradition. The K~ci  
mat.ha strongly denies that Vidy~ran.ya wrote the Mddhavrya Sai~karavijaya and 
claims that the text copies large portions from other late texts (Rama Sastri 
1976: 2-3). It also claims that the text was significantly altered in the late 
nineteenth century, in order to highlight the importance of the mat.ha at 5].rflgeri 
over that at K~fici (Narayana Sastri 1916: 158-65). The Sankaravijaya of 
Anantanandagiri is quoted frequently by K~fici mat.ha tbllowers and has come 
to be regarded as embodying its independent tradition (Lorenzen 1987: 64). 
However, one early K~fici source dismisses the text as 'a valueless forgery' (N. 
Venkataraman 1923: 16), and S.rflgeri followers have consistently rejected this 
text (Aiyar nd; Dakshinamurthy 1973). As 1 demonstrate below, this dispute 
has so greatly influenced a number of Advaita scholars from the University 
of Madras that even the project of preparing a critical edition of this text has 
afforded further opportunities for partisanship. The ~ankaravijayas of M~lhava 
and Anant~nandagiri being the two most widely cited texts, it is impossible to 
ignore the mutual relationship between ~aflkara's hagiography and the contem- 
porary ~ankaran mat.has. Although the mat.has function more or less independ- 
ently, they belong to the same larger tradition ofDa~an~mi sa.mnyasa. Varying 
mat.ha claims must, therefore, be evaluated against other independent sources of 
history and chronology. 

However, it should not be assumed that all four arnnaya mat.has always report 
the same traditions about Saflkara or are always pitted against the K~iici mat.ha. 
There are many variant traditions, the most problematic being those regarding 
mat.ha succession lineages and ~ankara's date. There are numerous gaps in the 
Badrin~th lineage, showing repeated breaks in its history. The list of successors 
to the ~ankar~c~rya title at Dv~irak~ is very long, but the Puri list is even longer, 
with about twice as many names. These three mat.has often claim a date of 
origin in the fifth century BCE, relying upon a grant supposedly given by a 
king named Sudhanvan to gankara. If such a grant exists and is genuine, it 
would have to rank as one of the earliest examples of writing in India, but it 
has never been made available for detailed analysis. '9 The S~geri mat.ha does 
not accept this date, and its lineage gives only about half as many names as 
the Dv~ak~ list. 2° Up to Vidy~ Tirtha (also called Vidy~a,Skara), the guru of 
Vidy~ra.nya, ~.rflgeri's lineage is based mainly upon oral tradition, there being 
very few historical records of S.rflgeri from pre-Vijayanagara times. Vidy~ra.nya, 
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whose association with the Vijayanagara kingdom has become legendary, was 
the head of the S.rflgeri mat.ha in the fourteenth century. The pre-Vidy~a.nya 
lineage of ~ogeri receives independent confirmation from a fifteenth-century 
Marathi text of the Datt,~treya sampradaya, 2~ but S.rflgeri's Vijayanagara-era 
records seem to be the oldest reliable historical evidence available for an), mat.ha 
in the Advaita tradition. For post-Vidy~ran.ya times, the mat.ha's traditionally 
reported lineage tallies remarkably well with what can be reconstructed from 
inscriptions and other records (Shastry 1982: iv). Jtirgen Liitt (1978:41 i) holds 
that S~geri must be the oldest institution and points out that the earliest 
available records of the Puri mat.ha date only from the seventeenth century. 
Historical records of the other mat.has and Da~an~mi akhad.as seem to be even 
sparser and have not been studied closely. Sadananda Giri (1976: 6) assigns 
some of these records to the ninth century, but Dazey (1987: v) dates them to 
late medieval times. There is also a tradition crediting Madhus0dana Sarasvati, a 
late sixteenth-century Advaitin, with having organized many of the Da~an~mi 
naga groups (Ghurye 1953; Giri 1976; Sarkar 1946). 

One way to take a neutral attitude with respect to such conflicting accounts is 
to concede as much as possible to all mat.ha traditions. Thus, William Cenkner 
(1983) and G. C. Pande (1994) simply accept a number of variant mat.ha tradi- 
tions, without critically evaluating any of them or relating them to independent 
historical evidence. This seems to be an overly credulous approach that, in turn, 
affects others who rely on these scholars for information about the Advaita 
monastic institutions. Thus Richard King (1999: 129) and others routinely 
mention Kitilci along with the four dmnaya mat.has, whereas even modern Hindu 
institutions that would acknowledge this mat.ha tend to describe it as secondary 
to ~ g e r i  (Patchen 1989: 322; Subramuniyasv~mi 1993: 808-9). An older 
generation of scholars completely disregarded all the mat.ha traditions, doubting 
whether ~ankara really established any mat.has at all. This extreme skepticism 
has resulted in a number of more or less fanciful postulates about the origins 
and growth of ma.thas. Thus, M. R. Bodas (1923: 5) suggests that the original 
southern amn~ya matha must have been located at Rime~varam, the southern 
center in the car-dhama (four centers of pilgrimage) network. There is no real 
evidence for an old Advaita mat.ha at this place, and it is the ~.rflgeri mat.ha that 
has historically been associated with the major temples at Rame~varam. Paul 
Hacker (1978: 478-80) says that none of the mat.ha lists are reliable for the pre- 
fourteenth century period; he, therefore, concludes that ~ankara did not establish 
any mat.has at all. He proposes that it was Vidy~ran.ya who established the 
~ g e r i  mat.ha in the fourteenth century and either originated or greatly popu- 
larized the tradition of affiliating the Da~an~mi orders with the four amnaya 
rnat.has. 2"- Hacker sees this as part of Vijayanagara politics in the fourteenth 
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century, basing his postulate on his reading of  the Mddhav~ya Saiikaravijaya 
that he unquestioningly attributes to Vidy~ranya. As this attribution has been 
challenged seriously in recent times, Hacker's proposal will have to be reconsid- 
ered after analyzing textual issues. Meanwhile, it must be noted that among the 
four amnaya mat.has, only the 5~geri  lineage lists Vidy~ran.ya. Thus there is no 
evidence that he established all these mat.has himself. If one credits Vidy~r~.ya 
only with popularizing the four amnaya mat.ha tradition, one must grant that all 
four mat.has may have been functioning prior to his times. Karl Potter (1982: 
I 13) goes further than Hacker and holds that the assumptions and practices of 
the Da~anami orders are fundamentally antithetical to Sar~kara's thought. This 
assumes an unjustifiable hiatus between Advaita thought and the associated 
tradition of Br~hma.nicai sa.mnyasa that is older than Sankara himself. This 
position may also be criticized for not being based on a comprehensive and 
critical investigation of mat.ha and akhad, a records. Such a study, along with the 
production of critical editions of Sankaran texts, is long overdue and may offer 
better insights into the relationship of Safikara to the Da~an~mi sa.mnyasa 
tradition. 

That, however, is not the goal of the present discussion. As far as historical 
issues brought up by the ~ankaravijaya texts are concerned, it is sufficient to 
acknowledge that the widespread Da~an~mi orders have traditionally preserved a 
memory of an intimate association of ~afikara and his disciples with the four 
amnaya mat.has at S.rfigeri, Dv~rak~, Badrin~th, and Purl  A simple explanation 
for this is that these four are the oldest mat.has and that all other institutions, 
including the one at K~fici, originate from relatively later times. One could 
suppose that different Da~an~mi institutions came into being over a period of 
time and that important post-Sankara leaders, like Vidyaranya or Madhusfidana 
Sarasvati, consolidated the existing ones into a national network, with regional 
centers at the prominent mat.has of their times. If so, there is no reason a mat.ha 
in such an important pilgrimage center as K~ificipuram would have been left out 
of all old Da~an~mi records. 23 One could accept the contention of A. N. Aiyer 
and S. L. Sastri (1962) that there has been an ancient and successful conspiracy 
to deny due recognition to the K~fici mat.ha. This assumes a degree of concerted 
effort and internal cohesion on the part of all other Da~an@mi institutions that 
does not seem even remotely possible. It would be more reasonable to conclude, 
with Tapasy~nanda (1980: xxiv), that whatever the actual origins of  the four 
amnaya mat.ha tradition may be, the K~fici mat.ha is a much younger institu- 
tion. ~4 

On the other hand, W. R. Antarkar, the first twentieth-century scholar to have 
studied most of the ~ankaravijaya texts in some detail, accepts all the claims of 
the K~iiici mat.ha, often to the exclusion of other, more widespread Da~an~mi 
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traditions. William Cenkner (1983), Natalia lsayeva (1993), David Lorenzen 
(1983), and Yoshitsugu Sawai (1992), who accept most of Antarkar's conclu- 
sions, perhaps do not realize that this uncritical outlook seriously compromises 
his analysis. Pande (1994), who has also analyzed some of the important 
primary texts, comes to significantly different conclusions. For example, while 
Antarkar (1972: 21-23) agrees with the K~fici ma.tha's claim that the Madhav~ya 
borrows heavily from other texts, Pande thinks that this text has become the 
victim of highly unfair criticism from the K~fici mat.ha. However, both Antarkar 
and Pande seem to subscribe to a rather naive notion that every available legend 
carries reliable and factual historical information about ~ankara and that all 
variant legends can be made somehow to corroborate one another. As the 
tbliowing discussion will show, this results in serious misjudgments of  both 
the written texts and the oral traditions. 

THE BR. HAT ~AI~KARA VIJA YA AND 
THE PRACiNA ~ANKARA VIJAYA 

A B.rhat Sahkaravijaya has been attributed to one Citsukha, and a Prac[na 
~aizkaravijaya to ,~,nandagiri, the t.tkakara (author of .t~kas) of the Advaita 
tradition. Although an extensive search failed to locate any manuscript of either 
work, 2~ Antarkar (1960:114, 119) reports that he has been 'reliably informed' 
that the K~fici mat.ha possesses manuscripts of both texts. He does not reveal 
his sources or how he estimated their reliability, nor does he tell us why he 
could not obtain copies from the K~fici mat.ha. The only original sources for 
quotations from a B.rhat ~ai~karavijaya of Citsukha are T. S. Narayana Sastri 
(1916) and the author of Su.sama (Antarkar 1960:120), both of whom go to 
great pains to proclaim the supremacy of  the K[ifici mat.ha over all other institu- 
tions and thus need to be taken cum grano sails. Both misquote well-known 
works and take unverifiable quotations from works long lost or completely 
unknown. 26 Narayana Sastri (1916: 87) claims to have seen fragments of a 
manuscript of Citsukha's ~ai~karavijaya; he also claims that Citsukha was a 
childhood friend and a disciple of ,~ankara 27 and that his work is an authoritative 
biography written by an eyewitness. Narayana Sastri also claims that both 
Sad~nanda's Sankaravijaya Sara and Cidvil,~sa's Sailkaravijaya Vilasa follow 
Citsukha's account. Some hagiographies include the name Citsukha among 
Sankara's disciples, but none of them describe him as a childhood friend of 
~ankara or as an earlier author of a ~ankaravijaya. Cidvil~sa and Sad~nanda, 
who supposedly rely upon this Citsukha, are also remarkably silent about this 
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story. Indeed, Sad~nanda differs quite significantly from what has been attrib- 
uted to Citsukha and instead seems indebted to the MadhavTya (Antarkar 1960: 
116, 1961: 79; Rama Sastri 1976: 1). With no corroborative evidence, all 
claims about Citsukha and his B.rhat ~aizkaravijaya ultimately derive from a 
highly questionable, solitary source. 

There is better evidence to attribute a ~ai~karavijaya to ~.nandagiri, the 
t.Tkakara, although no manuscripts seem to be currently available. For reasons 
discussed below, this text should be distinguished from that of Anan~nandagiri. 
The first verse of the Madhavfya mentions a Prac~na ~aizkarajaya. Acyutar~ya's 
commentary, Advaitarajyalak.smi, interprets this as a reference to Anandagiri's 
Prac~na Sai~karavijaya. 28 However, in his comment on Madhaviya (15.3), 
Acyutar~ya quotes fifty-eight verses that he attributes to a B.rhat Saizkaravijaya 
of ,~nandagiri. 29 Dhanapatisririn's D. in.d. ima, an earlier commentary on the 

Madhaviya, quotes the same fifty-eight verses in the same context but without 
specific attribution. Acyutar~ya again refers to ,~nandagiri's B.rhat Saizkaravijaya 
in the context of Madhav~ya (16.103), but his quotation there has been traced to 
a text named Sivarahasya. 3° This makes it very doubtful that Acyutar~ya referred 
to actual manuscripts of ,~nandagiri's text. In addition to these quotations, 
another seven hundred fifty-three verses are anonymously quoted elsewhere 
in the D. in.d. ima, and Antarkar infers that these must have also originally been 
in ,~nandagiri's text. This inference is not really supported by the available 
evidence. DhanapatisQrin himself does not identify any unique source, and his 
anonymous introductions do not allow the conclusion that all his quotations are 
taken from the same text. Thus, it can be questioned whether the fifty-eight 
verses given by both the commentators can all be attributed to ,~,nandagiri. 
Both Dundubhi, DhanapatisOrin's commentary on the Saizkaravijaya Sara of 
Sad~nanda, and an auto-commentary on S.rfigeri's Guruva.mgakavya generally 
mention a text by ,~nandagiri but give no specific name to this work and 
attribute no quotations to it. It is possible that Acyutaraya's adjectives, prac[na 
and brhat, merely indicate that ,~nandagiri's text is old and voluminous, but 
such an interpretation would exclude their usage in a nominative sense. 
Alternatively, Acyutar'~ya may be seen as having independently used only the 
word b.rhat because he uses the word prac~na only under Madhav~ya (1.1), 
which itself refers to a Pracfna Saizkarajaya. it is also appropriate here to 
note Polakam Rama Sastri's claim, that MQkakavi, a fifteenth-century poet, 
composed a Prac~na ~ankaravijaya. at In summary, it is probable that a 
~aizkaravijaya attributed to ,~nandagiri was available at some time in the past. 
However, without gaining access to and evaluating its primary manuscripts, no 
specific name should be given to this text, and quotations attributed to it must 
be viewed critically. 
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T H E  SANKARAVIJA YA OF A N A N T A N A N D A G I R I  

This text is often referred to as the ,4nandagirtya, which misleadingly implies 
an author named ,~nandagiri? 2 None of the verses quoted by Dhanapatis0rin 

or Acyutar~ya are found in this text. The author gives his own name as 
Anant~nandagiri, not Anandagiri, and claims to be a direct disciple of  Sar)kara) 3 

,~,nandagiri, the t.~kakara, was a disciple of  Suddh~nanda, and he lived most 
probably in the thirteenth century. Chapters I I and 47 of Anant~nandagiri's text 

quote verbatim from the Adhikaran. a Ramamala (also called Vaiyasika 
Nyavarnala) of Bh~rati Tirtha (1980), a fourteenth-century author. In both 

chapters, the quotations are put into Saf~kara's mouth as if they were his own 
words. In chapter 47, the Adhikaran.a Ratnamala is named explicitly, and 
SaC~kara is further depicted as explaining the quoted verse in great detail. ~ As 
these quotations are an integral part of  this text, Anantanandagiri must have 

lived after the fourteenth century. This takes him to a date much later than that 
of  the t.fkakara and also falsifies his claim to having been a disciple of  S~kara  
himself)  5 Many modern scholars are subject to a double error caused by the 

similarity in names and mistakenly attribute this text to Anandagiri, the 
t.~kakara, whom they also assume to have been ~a~kara's direct disciple. ~ 

,Anandagiri and Anant~nandagiri clearly seem to have been two different authors, 
and neither of them was Sa~kara's disciple. In order to keep these two authors 
distinct and to clear away all the unnecessary confusion about this text, I will 

refer to the author only by the name Anant~nandagiri and to this text only as the 

A nant ananda g i riya. 
Three editions of  the Anantanandagir~ya were published in the nineteenth 

century, two in Calcutta in 1868 (reprinted in 1982) and 1881 and another in 
Madras)  7 N. Veezhinathan published an edition in 1971 at the University of 
Madras, with an introduction by T. M. P. Mahadevan. There has been a fierce 

controversy over this text for many decades now. Followers of the ~ g e d  
mat.ha hold that this text is wrongly attributed to the t.~kakara. As already noted 
above, there is good reason to support this position. ~ g e r i  adherents also 

criticize the nineteenth-century Madras edition as an 'embellished' text favorable 
to the K~fici mat.ha because it describes itself as a pari.sk.rta (embellished) work 

and differs in certain key particulars from both Calcutta editions (Aiyar and 
Venkataraman 1977: 26-37, 121-25). K~fici followers rely almost completely 
on this text and hold that it was written by the t.tkakara himself. Antarkar 

(1960, 1961) is quite aware of this controversy over the text and rejects the 
claim that its author was ,~,nandagid, the t.~kakara. However, he relies almost 

totally upon K ~ c i  mat.ha sources in various other aspects of his analysis, as 
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discussed below. 
(i) Antarkar goes out of his way to defend the supposed age and reliability of 

this text. He says nothing about its quotations from the Adhikaran. a Ratnamald 
and seeks to explain away its stories of the miraculous and the supernatural by 
appealing to parapsychology, clairvoyance, telepathy, and extrasensory percep- 
tion. He dismisses earlier textual criticisms on the grounds that judgments of 
style and language usage are apt to be subjective and inconclusive. Nevertheless, 
he goes on to say that this text shares great similarity in style and content with 
the quotations made by Dhanapatis0rin and Acyutar~ya, but he does not see fit 
to apply similar arguments in favor of the other texts. Most of his own argu- 
ments against the Madhavfya are based on style and language, and he finds fault 
with it for having a substantial element of the supernatural (Antarkar 1972: 
5-19). The inconsistency is striking. 

(ii) Antarkar is strangely silent about some rather surprising features of 
Anan~nandagiri's text, where Sankara is frequently depicted as defeating his 
debating opponents by resorting to verbal and physical abuse. In chapters 23, 25 
through 28, and 37, bodily harm is inflicted upon two K~p~likas, a C~'v~ka, a 
Saugata, a Jaina and his disciples, a Bauddha, and a devotee of Var~a. Further- 
more, during his debate with Vy~sa, an exasperated gafikara slaps the old man 
on the face and orders Padmap~da to push him face down and drag him away by 
his feet. Vy~sa, now afraid, moves out of reach. Antarkar's (1961: 78) only 
comment about this extremely negative image of ~ankara is that Anant~nanda- 
giri describes the ~afikara-Vy~sa dialogue in a 'queer fashion'! On the other 
hand, he is extremely concerned about the manner in which the Mddhavfya 
portrays ~afikara's personality, stringently criticizes its account of the debate 
between Man..dana MiCra and Sankara on the grounds that its introductory 
bantering tone does not bring credit to either person. Again, the inconsistency in 
his standards for evaluating these texts stands out significantly. 

(iii) ~ g e r i  sources have consistently maintained that the Anantanandagir~ya 
should not be attributed to ,Anandagiri, the t.~kakara. This matha's tradition 
would agree that ,Anandagiri, the t.Tkakara, wrote a Saizkaravijaya, but it une- 
quivocally rejects the idea that such a text is identical with the Anantananda- 
gir~ya. Antarkar finds sufficient reason to agree with this assessment. However, 
when finding fault with the ~ g e r i  criticism of Anan~nandagiri's text, he 
inexplicably equates Anandagiri and Anant~nandagiri, contradicting himself 
with respect to the identities of these authors. 38 Antarkar does not bother to 
check if the ~.rfigeri criticism of this text indicates more than just anti-K~iici 
polemic. ~.rfigeri followers point out that this text's descriptions of ~ankara, 
especially in the debate with Vyisa, are reminiscent of texts like Man. ima~jarT, 
belonging to the Dvaita school, and think that the basic intention of such 
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legends is to ridicule Sankara (Aiyar and Venkataraman 1977: 37). 
(iv) Horace H. Wilson's early study of medieval Hindu traditions relies partly 

on the Anantanandagirrya. Antarkar (1961: 77) attributes the following quota- 
tion to Wilson: 'The work is sufficiently historical since it bears internal and 
indisputable evidence of being the composition of a period not far removed from 
that at which he (5~ahkara) may be supposed to have flourished.' This is a 
sentence found verbatim in almost all K,~fici mat.ha literature, and Antarkar's 
source for this quote is a pamphlet from the KS.fici mat.ha. Although Wilson 
does refer to this text, his actual estimate of it reads very differently: 

Some of the marvels it records of  ~ankara, which the author professes to have 
seen, may be thought to affect its credibility, if not its authenticity, and either 
Anandagiri must be an unblushing liar, or the book is not his own; it is, 
however, of little consequence, as even if the work be not that of  Anandagiri 
himself, it bears internal and indisputable evidence of being the composition 
of a period, not far removed from that at which he may be supposed to have 
flourished (1977: 14; emphasis added). 

Nowhere does Wilson say that the work is 'sufficiently historical.' Contrary to 
Antarkar's parenthetical addition of the name Sa~kara, the 'he' in his original 
statement refers only to the author of this text. Wilson clearly expresses his 
reservations about the text. However, he assumes that Anandagid was ~ankara's 
disciple and overlooks his own doubts about this text only because he assigns 
to it a date close to that of ,~nandagiri. As the extant work is clearly post- 
fourteenth century, Wilson's estimates of the date of the text and the identity of 
its author are both equally mistaken. However, it is most significant that 
Antarkar ignores Wilson's own statement and quotes only a deliberately 
misleading version of  it. 

(v) Antarkar (1961: 78) notes A. C. Burnell's (1880) opinion that this 
~ahkaravijaya is a modern and unreliable text, being full of discrepancies and 
mistakes. He claims that Burnell has given no reason for this assessment. 
However, Burnell's catalogue of the Tafij~vfir Sarasvati Mahal Library's 
manuscript collection is quite explicit: 

This seems to be a quite modern work written in the interests of the schismatic 
ma.thas on the Coromandel Coast, which have renounced obedience to the 
~ringeri ma.tha, where (~afikar~c~ya's legitimate successor resides. This book 
has been indifferently printed in the B.I. and at Madras (I 880: 96). 

Further comment is perhaps needless, but note the reference to an early printed 
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edition from Madras. Antarkar (1961: 79) could find only the two nineteenth- 
century editions from Calcutta. He quotes Rama Sastri of the Kafici mat.ha and 
concludes that S.rfigeri followers who criticize the nineteenth-century Madras 
edition are actually referring only to a paper manuscript at the Tafij~vQr Library. 
It is perhaps understandable that Antarkar was unable to locate an old and 
obscure edition, but, as with the supposed quotation attributed to Wilson, his 
disregard of Burnell's comment reveals a blind reliance upon sources partial to 

the K~fici mat.ha. 
(vi) AnantS, nandagiri's text implicitly refers to R~m~nuja and Madhva, the 

Vai~nava founders of rival Vedanta schools. Antarkar remarks that he was unable 
to find any such reference and complains that publications from neither ~ g e r i  
nor K,~ci inform him where this is located. He might have found it easily, if he 
had only read the text as carefully as the mat.ha pamphlets. Chapter 68 of  the 
text carries an unambiguous title of 'Vai.s.navamatasthapanam,' According to 
Anant~nandagiri, when Sankara was in Kaficipuram, he sent out a few disciples 
to propagate the ~aiva, Vai.snava, ~k ta ,  G~n.apatya, Saura, and K~p~.lika tradi- 
tions. 39 Five of these traditions are assigned one disciple each, but Vai.sn.avism 
alone gets two. Chapter 68 describes two Vai.snava disciples named Lak.sman.a 
and Hast~malaka, who are incarnations of ,~di~e.sa and Vayu, respectively. ~ 
Acting under Safikara's command, Lak.sman.a propagates the Vai.sn.ava religion 
by preaching to Br~ma0.as in the east, making them wear the vertical caste 
mark, and branding the marks of the conch and discus on their shoulders. It 
should be obvious that these are references to R~m~nuja and the Srivai.sn.avas. 
The very name Lak.sman. a suggests R~manuja (younger brother of R~ma), who is 
also traditionally said to have been an am. ga (part) of ,~di~e.sa. Anant~nandagiri's 
intended reference to R~m~nuja is reinforced when he says that Laksman.a lived 
in Kaficipuram and wrote his own bha.syas (commentaries). The other disciple, 
Hastamalaka, converts Brahman.as in the west to Vai.sn.avism, making them wear 
the five Vai.sn.ava marks. He teaches the eight-syllable Vai.sn.ava mantra and 
consecrates a Kr.sn.a idol at Rajatapi.tha (modern Ud.upi). 4J These words clearly 
point to Madhva, the Dvaita philosopher, who lived and taught in U.dupi and 
was considered an incarnation of Vayu. Even the geographical centers of  the 
followers of R~manuja (K~cipuram) and Madhva (U.dupi) are neatly taken care 
of. Still, Antarkar absolves this text of all anachronisms while finding fault 
with Madhaviya and other texts in this regard. 42 

Clearly, Antarkar's conclusion that AnantS, nandagiri's text is an early and 
reliable one is extremely faulty. The barely concealed reference to R~m~.nuja and 
Madhva and the quotation from Bh~rati Tirtha's Adhikara.na Ratnamala indicate 
a post-fourteenth-century date. Antarkar simply disclaims the former reference 
and seems unaware of the latter. He contradicts himself about the identity of the 
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author when he wishes to question the S~geri  criticism of this text. He ignores 
the old TafijavQr Library catalogue that provides Burneii's estimate of  the text 
and explicitly mentions the old Madras edition that he thinks to be non- 
existent. Even for a quote from Wilson, Antarkar prefers to refer to the K ~c i  
mat.ha's misquotation. This inspires no confidence in the independence of his 
analysis, and it is hard to escape the conclusion that he tries to legitimate this 
text only because of his own partisanship toward Kafici mat.ha sources. 4~ 

The Ka~ci maCha and Veezhinathan's edition of Anant~nandagiriya 

it is instructive to examine briefly a few early references to this text before 
proceeding to discuss the 1971 edition by Veezhinathan. Wilson relies on 
Anan~nandagiri's text only for its description of different Hindu traditions, not 
for its story of Saflkara's life. Instead, he turns to the Madhavfya and other oral 
traditions to locate the Sarvajfiapit.ha at Kagmira and ~;aflkara's last days in the 
Himalayas. Wilson (1977: 200-201) also gives a lineage list from g~geri ,  
quoting an old mat.ha manuscript. J. N. Bhattacharya (1968: 296) refers to the 
1868 edition of Anantanandagiri's text and mentions the four amnaya mathas 
but not the Kafici mat.ha. Both these authors say that ,qafDkara was born in 
Kerala, although the nineteenth-century Calcutta editions of Anant~nandagiri's 
text place his birth at Cidambaram. V. S. Ghate (1924) mentions both the 
K/ilati and Cidambaram versions but places the Sarvajfiapi.tha in Ka~mira and 
mentions only the mat.has at g~geri,  Dv~raka, Purl, and Badrinath. Burnell 
explicitly affiliates this text with mat.has that had rejected the authority of 
S.rfigeri, while Max Weber describes the head of the S~geri  mat.ha as 'the 
mightiest until the present' (1967: 300). 44 It is clear that in the late nineteenth 

century, ~;~geri continued to be the most important center of the gaflkaran 
tradition, while Kafici (or Kumbhakon.am) was relatively unknown. These 
references are also consistent with the fact that the nineteenth-century Calcutta 
editions of Anantanandagirfya mention neither a mat.ha nor a Sarvajfiapi.tha at 
Kaflci. 

On the other hand, if this text is to be especially related to the Kafici mat.ha 
(Lorenzen 1987), this is due in no small measure to Veezhinathan's 1971 
edition published in Madras. Numerous lines of evidence show that this so- 
called 'critical edition' of the text seems to have been specifically designed to 
proclaim the superiority of the Kfifici mat.ha over S.rfigeri. Veezhinathan's (i 97 i: 
vii) preface criticizes Burnell for having made 'very disparaging' comments and 
finds fault with him for talking of schismatic mat.has in the plural. When 
Burnell catalogued the Tafijfiv0r Library's collection, he was primarily a British 
colonial administrator. It cannot reasonably be claimed that he had some 
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partisan feeling for the ~ g e r i  mat.ha. His statement about S.rfigeri and 
schismatic mat.has probably reflects his own reading of the historical evidence 
from Tafijfiv0r. He must have been aware of the history of the nineteenth-century 
conflict between the Kumbhako.nam-Kfi~ci and S~geri mat.has. Burnell's use of 
the plural number is also quite understandable. To an outsider, the mat.has at 
K~ficipuram and Kumbhakon.am might have appeared to be two different, if 
related, institutions, 45 but we cannot rule out that Burnell was perhaps aware of 
other southern mat.has with similar claims. 

Veezhinathan acknowledges that the quotation from Bh~rati Tirtha's Adhi- 
karan.a Ratnamala in chapter I 1 is found in all manuscripts but asserts that this 
is entirely a late interpolation into the text. He says nothing about the more 
explicit reference to the work in chapter 47. It should nevertheless follow that 
the extant text is not by a single author, but Veezhinathan provides no evidence 
to think that the original author may have been ,Anandagiri or some other earlier 
author. Neither Mahadevan nor Veezhinathan bothers to examine this authorship 
problem in any detail, although they claim to have produced a 'critical edition.' 
A similarly arbitrary approach to what is original and what is a late addition to 
the text is seen in chapter 68, which contains the veiled references to R~m~nuja 
and Madhva. Although the first sentence of this chapter declares the Vai.sn.ava 
disciple, Laks.man.a, to be an incarnation of ,Adi~e.sa, Veezhinathan's (1971: 
188-90) footnote simply asserts otherwise. He includes the text's descriptions 
of Lak.sman.a and Hast~malaka in parentheses and claims that Tantric Vais.'n.avas 
may have interpolated these sentences into Anant,~nandagiri's text. If these were 
late interpolations, whoever introduced them must have considered themselves 
followers of Saflkara and may not have been Tantric Vai.sn.avas at all. The 
intention of the text seems to be to subordinate both R~lm~nuja and Madhva 
to ~aClkara by calling them his disciples. In any case, if the descriptions of 
,¢;aClkara's Vai.sn.ava disciples are late additions to an original text, the same 
could be said of the descriptions of the ~k ta ,  ~aiva, and other disciples in the 
adjoining chapters. These chapters also claim to describe ~ankara's last days in 
K~ficipuram. Veezhinathan does not foresee that his reasoning, carried to its 
logical end, can only end in a conclusion that all these chapters have been 
heavily tampered with or are perhaps entirely late additions, thereby vindicating 
Burnelrs opinion of this text. 

Mahadevan (Veezhinathan 1971: i-xxiv) refrains from naming ~.rfigeri explic- 
itly in his introduction, preferring to talk of 'the institution on the banks of the 
Tungabhadr~.' in contrast, he extols the holiness of K~flcipuram in great detail 
and says that Sankara wanted to spend his last days there because it is the only 
southern mok.sapur[ (place that grants liberation). ~ To substantiate this claim, 
he includes pictures of sculptures from temples in and around K~cipuram that 
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depict ekadan, d.T sa.mnyasins (monks holding a single staff) and claims that all of 
them represent Saflkara. Most of these sculptures date to late Vijayanagara times. 
All that Mahadevan proves is that sculptors in K~fici have depicted ekada.n(l.f 
sa.mnyasins. It is not necessary that all the cited instances are sculptures of 
~aflkara. 47 Hindu sa.mnyasa has an ancient history, and similar artistic depictions 
can probably be found elsewhere, including places where there are no currently 
famous mat.has. Curiously, Mahadevan does not even acknowledge the presence 
of the more widespread tradition that places ~ankara in his last days in the 
Himalayas. He then cites Antarkar and Acyutar~ya's commentary on the Mddha- 
viya to equate Anant~nandagiri's text with ,~nandagiri's B.rhat or Prac~na 
~ahkaravijaya. This identification with ,~nandagiri's lost text is so complete 
that although the title page refers to Anant~nandagiri, the index page names only 
,~nandagiri. The fifty-eight verses given by Acyutar~ya and the seven hundred 
and fifty-three additional verses of Dhanapatisfirin are also included as appendices 
to this edition. It must be reiterated that Antarkar was 'reliably informed' that 
the K~iici mat.ha possesses manuscripts of ,~nandagiri's Pracfna and Citsukha's 
B.rhat Sankaravijaya texts. Mahadevan says nothing whatsoever about Citsukha 
and simply identifies Anant~nandagiri with ,~nandagiri. 4x 

Interestingly, all the chapters in Veezhinathan's edition have been given titles, 
except for the one that mentions S.rfigeri. Thus, chapter 60 is titled 'N.rsim. ha 
S~lk.s,~tk~rah.,' chapter 61 is 'Sarasvati Jayat),' and chapter 63 is 'K~iflci Nagara 
Nirm~n.am'; whereas chapter 62, which describes ~afikara's stay at S~geri, is a 
plain 'Dvi.sa,s.ti Prakaran.am' ('chapter 62')(Veezhinathan 1971: 181-83). The 
index and the chapter colophon mention Guroh. Sarasavan.yagca ~.ri~gagiri- 
sthana Nivasanam, but the text mentions the establishment of a temple for 
Sarasav,~ .ni near ~.nigeri (g.rngagiri sam~pe), and the older reading of agrama has 
been altered to agraya. Chapter 63 mentions Padmap~da as the head of the 
~ g e r i  mat.ha, and Veezhinathan's footnote says that this is the reading in all 
manuscripts. Surely Veezhinathan, who refers frequently to the earlier editions, 
should know that both Calcutta editions and all their source manuscripts 
mention Sure~vara, not Padmap~da, at ~ g e r i .  49 in chapter 65 of the 1971 
edition, Sure~vara is reserved for the K~ifici matha itself, whereas the older 
editions do not mention any mat.ha at K~fici. Chapter 63 also mentions the 
establishment of a bhogalii~ga (~iva-lii~ga named for enjoyment) at ~ g e r i ,  
while chapters 65 and 74 mention a yogalii~ga (~iva-lii~ga named for union) at 
K~ficipuram and a mok4.alii~ga (~iva-lii~ga named for liberation) at Cidambaram. 
The corresponding footnotes and the preface inform us that these details about 
~iva-lii~gas are found only in K,~fici mat.ha manuscripts, citing another text 
named Mdrka.nd. eya Sam. hita in support of these readings. Chapter 77 has a 
phrase, "Kaac~p~t.hadi tattatpat.t.an.a sthayin~m k.rtva' (having established the 
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lineage at K~fici and other cities). A footnote acknowledges that most 
manuscripts and the earlier Calcutta editions read 'grngagiri sthanastham k.rtva" 
(having established the lineage at ~.rfigeri) instead. Not surprisingly, both 
manuscripts that provide the new reading are originally from K~ficipuram. 
Veezhinathan justifies his editorial decision in adopting this particular reading 
by claiming that S~geri  has already been mentioned in chapter 62, so that there 
is no need to mention it again in chapter 67 while mentioning K~fici is more 
appropriate. 

Veezhinathan divides his manuscripts into two sets based on irreconcilable 
differences in reading. The preface and numerous footnotes make it clear that he 
mainly adopts readings found in K~fici mat.ha manuscripts. His edition differs 
from the two nineteenth-century Calcutta editions in one crucial detail. In these 
older editions, which are supported by one set of manuscripts, Saelkara was born 
in Cidambaram to a Br~hman.i who worshipped the akagaliizga (~iva-lihga 
named for space) of the temple there with great devotion. In this older version, 
~ankara's guru, Govinda, was already in Cidambaram, and Sankara left the 
place only after becoming a sa.mnyasin to go on tours of  religious conquest. The 
only conclusion that can be drawn from this account is that this text either 
describes some other ~ankara, who is different from the teacher of the Advaita 
tradition, or that it records a variant tradition about ~aC~kara's birth. In the 
1971 text, this Cidambaram version is given only as a footnote in chapter 2 
(Veezhinathan 1971: 8). The main narrative follows the second set of manu- 
scripts, describing ~ankara's birth at K~la.ti after his parents had worshipped 
5]iva at the Trich0r V.r.s~cala temple. Veezhinathan and Mahadevan claim that 
this is the original, authentic reading and that the version that mentions Cidam- 
baram must be false. The only reason they offer for this is that Acyutar~ya's 
Advaitarajyalaks. mf is said to refer to the Kala.ti reading. ~ If Acyutar~ya has 
specifically referred to Anant~nandagiri in this context, he has also referred 
separately to ,~nandagiri elsewhere. This implies that he did not equate the two 
authors or their texts. Veezhinathan and Mahadevan cannot have it both ways. 
If Acyutar~ya is to be cited in support of adopting the K~la.ti reading, he 
cannot also be claimed to support the equation of Anant~nandagiri's text with 
,~nandagiri's text. Moreover, in the 1971 edition, Govinda is still placed in 
Cidambaram, and ~;afikara travels from Kala.ti to Cidambaram to meet his 
teacher. Mahadevan takes the opportunity to mention that according to the K ~c i  
mat.ha's Gururatnamala and Susama, Gaud.ap~da also lived in Cidambaram 
itself. In his own earlier work on Gau.dap~da, Mahadevan (1960: 12-13) 
explicitly doubts the reliability of Gururatnamala and Su.sama. However, in his 
introduction to Veezhinathan's work, he raises no doubt whatsoever. If he has 
changed his mind about these texts, he does not tell us his reasons for doing so, 
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and Cidambaram continues to remain central to Veezhinathan's edition of 
Anant~nandagiri's text. 

That the K~lati version of Saf~kara's birth remains problematic for this text is 
further evident from chapter 3, which compares the infant Sankara to 
Cidambare~afl In the earlier editions, the boy is born as a result of worshipping 
~iva at Cidambaram, and this simile requires no explanation. However, in 
the 1971 text, since ~afikara's parents worship Siva as V.r.s~cale~a at TrichQr, 
the reference to Cidambare~a stands out and calls for an editorial comment. 
Mahadevan provides one, by claiming that Cidambare~a is a popular name for 
Siva throughout the south. He draws attention to a ~iva temple called .~di- 
cidambaram at PeAr near Coimbatore and says that the name PerDr is also found 
in Tiru-~ivap-perfir, the full name of Trichfir (Veezhinathan 1971: vii). This is 
extremely fanciful reasoning that conveniently overlooks temple traditions in 
Tamilnadu and Kerala. 52 Perfir (,~,di-cidambaram) has a Na.tar~ja temple and a 
Sth~11apur~.na connection to the more famous temple in Cidambaram, while the 
Trichfir temple has only as much connection to Cidambaram as to any other 
~iva temple in southern India. Moreover, in Tamil and Malayalam, the name 
PeAr simply means 'big town' and may be found in the names of a number of 
places. Mahadevan fails to explain away the reference to Cidambare~a, having to 
invoke Cidambaram in a twice-removed fashion. The straightforward explana- 
tion is that manuscripts describing ~afikara's birth at Cidambaram are probably 
the only authentic versions of this text. Manuscripts with the K~la.ti version 
have probably been tampered with. it should, therefore, be clear that what has 
been designated a critical edition of the Anantanandagir~ya is nothing more 
than a faithful reproduction of the K[ifici matha's latest version of this text. 

The yogalitiga at Ka~cipuram 

We have seen that in chapter 65 of the Anant~nandagir~ya, Veezhinathan refers 
to a text named M~rka.n4. eya Sam. hit~ in support of a legend of a yogalinga at 
K~ficipuram. According to his preface, this M~rka.n4. eya Sa.mhit~ has one 
hundred kd.r~./, as (sections), each with chapters called parispandas. Veezhinathan 
quotes a few verses that he attributes to the seventh and eighth parispandas of 
the seventy-second k,~.n4a but does not give us any other information about this 
text. Candra~kharendra Sarasvati (1980) of K,~ficipuram tells us that this 
M~rkan.d. eya Sa.mhit~ is part of the Brahm~n.d.a Pur~n.a. However, no edition of 
the Brahman. d.a Pur~n.a includes a section called M~rka.n4. eya Sa.mhit~, and 
~ g e r i  adherents hold that it is not found in any of the available manuscripts of 
this Pur~.na either: 3 

Interestingly, Candra~ekharendra Sarasvati (1980: 58-64) says that ~rihars.a's 
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Nai.sadMyacarita, a twelfth-century poem, refers to this yogaliitga in verse 
12.38: 

sindhoh, jaitramayarn, pavitram as.rjat tatk~rtipurtadbhutam 
yatra snanti jaganti santi kavayah, ke va na vacamyamah. . 
yadbindugriyam induh, aacati jala .m ca avigya drgyetarah. 
yasyasau jaladevata sphat.ikabhah, jagarti yoge~varah.. 

The Nai.sadMyacarita is a retelling of the Mahabhdrata legend of Nala and 
Damayanti. Candra~ekharendra gives the following translation of the above 

verse: 

This is yogaliizga. Candramauli~vara is yogalinga. It is He that is yogegvara. 
~rihar.sa refers to Him in this verse. From this it is known that Srihar.sa had 
devotion to yogalii~ga which was worshipped by Sri ,~c~u'ya. We have already 
seen that the poet had devotion to Sri ,~c~rya and Advaita (1980: 63-64). 

We are told that according to this verse, the king of K~ficipuram dug a tank 
filled with clear water that was used for the abhiseka (ritual bathing during 
worship) of the yogaliizga worshipped at the K~fici mat.ha. The water in this 
tank is said to be so pure that the crystal ~iva-liizga becomes invisible when 
bathed in it. ~rihar.sa is the author of a dialectical treatise named Khan. d.ana- 
kha.nd, akhadya, which has inspired a long line of commentaries, so that his 
status as an Advaita Ved~ntin is undisputed. In addition, he is now claimed to 
have been especially devoted to the K~fici mat.ha's yogaliizga. The reader is thus 
expected to infer that a Kifici mat.ha existed in the twelfth century CE and was 
well known to ~rihar.sa. This is no doubt a very creative exposition, and if 
correct, it would indeed be early and irrefutable literary evidence with respect to 
the K~fici mat.ha. The only problem is that Candra~ekharendra Sarasvati's 
reading ofyogegvara is found nowhere in the Nai.sadMyacarita. The last line of 
the quoted verse actually reads, "yasy,~sau jaladevata sphalikabhah, jagarti 
y~ge~varab.' (~n'hars.a 1952: 504). is yogegvara an attested variant reading? The 
evidence of the numerous commentaries says otherwise: 

[N~u-aya.na:] asau jaladevatd jagarti, asau ka? y~ sphat.ikabhah, age~varal). 
kailasah, jagarti iti va..., y~ge~varala, sphat.ika iti prasiddhih. . 

This deity of water appears [to be invisible]. Who is this deity? It is Kail~sa, 
the king of the immovables, who is made of  crystal .... It is well known that 
yagegvara means [a ~iva-lii~ga] made of crystal. 
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[Candupan.d.ita:] ya sphalikabhah, kailasah agfinam, parvatanam i~varah., tatra 
apijaladevatd yagfinam i~vara.h yajfiapuru.sah, ad.r~yah. 

Kail~sa, the king of the immovable mountains, made of crystal. There too, 
the deity of water, the lord of sacrifices, the person of the sacrifice, is 
invisible. 

[Vidy~dhara:] e.sah, sphat.ikabhah, kailasagirih eva y~ jaladevata age~varab 
jagarti sphurati...udaka.m ca avigya pravigya d.r~yetar~ ad.r~y~. 

Upon entering the water .... this Kail~sa Mountain, made of crystal, the king of 
immovables, appears...to be other than visible, that is, invisible. 

[i~,~nadeva:] yasya kirtita.d~gasya asau sphat.ikabhah, kailasagirih, eva 
y~ge~varal), mahegvarah, jaladevata jagarti...d.r~yetar~ ad~y~. 

Of the tank of glory, this Kail~sa Mountain itself, made of crystal, the lord of 
sacrifices, the great god, the deity of water, appears...other than visible, 
invisible. 

[Jinar~ja:] yasya kirtipfirtasya jalam avigya pravigya d~. yetarri ad.rgya satf 
jagarti....y~ge~vara gabdena sphat.ikanirmita givaliilgam iti. 

Entering the tank filled with the water of glory, it appears to be 
invisible .... The word yagegvara refers to a ~iva-liilga made of crystal. 

[Mallin,~tha:] sphat, ikodbhavati iti sphat, ikabhah, sphat, ikodbhavah yr~ge~var~. 
san jagarti, sphat.ikaliizge y~ge~vara iti prasiddhi.h. 

Being made of crystal, the lord of sacrifices appears [to be invisible]. A 
crystal lii~ga is well known as yagegvara. 

Not a single commentator reads yogegvara. Three analyze the word yagegvarah. 
as ya + agegvarah. (a simple sandhi), the reference being to Kail~sa, the king of 
mountains, the abode of ~iva. This is certainly not a moveable sphat.ikalinga 
at K~fici. Rama Sastri (1976: 61) objects that the pronoun ya is feminine while 
the noun agegvarah, is masculine, so that the word cannot be split in this 
fashion. This objection is quite invalid, as, in this case, ya refers not to 
age~varah, but to jaladevata, which is grammatically a feminine word. Three 
different commentators mix linguistic gender in a related way, by reading 
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d.r.~vetard and ad.rgvd, aligned with yd and jaladevata, instead of d.rgyetarah. 
and adr.~vah., which go with the word agegvarah.. Candupan.d.ita is even more 
specific in his alternative explanation. The words yajhapuru.sa and yaganarn 
l~vara (a tatpurusa samasa) show that the reading is definitely yagegvara (lord 
of  sacrifices) and not yoge,(vara (lord of yoga). Note also that according to 
N~'~yan.a, Jinarfija, and Mallin~tha, any crystal Siva-linga is generally called 
yagegvara. ~ There is no reason to suppose that the poet intended to refer to a 
specific one in this verse. 

Moreover, the verse really says nothing about the king of K,~fici digging an 
actual water tank. The water and the tank are both metaphorical. The 'clear 
water' in this verse consists of the king's glory (k~rti), which is so great that 
a tank filled with it (k~rtiparta) would rival the ocean in its extent. A mere 
drop of this metaphorical water is comparable to the moon, and yagegvara, the 
jaladevata, made of sphat.ika, would disappear when immersed in it. All this 
is poetic praise of the king's greatness. Converting a metaphorical tank filled 
with the water of the king's glory to a material water tank violates the basic 
poetic intention. More prosaically speaking, converting yage.~vara to yogegvara 
constitutes an ill-conceived attempt at deliberate textual tampering. 

That Veezhinathan quotes from an unavailable Marka.n(l. eya Sa.mhita and 
includes the story about the yogaliizga in his edition of  Anant~nandagiri's text 
may be understood in terms of his devotion to the K~iici mat.ha and its leader- 
ship. Strangely enough, Pande (1994: 369) also does not bother to investigate 
the so-called Mdrkatg]eya Sa.mhita and simply repeats the yogaliiTga story as 
found in Kafici publications. On the one hand, he acknowledges that all the 
manuscripts of and commentators on Nais.adh~yacarita unanimously give the 
yagegvara reading. There is absolutely no textual basis for reading yogegvara. 
Nevertheless, Pande simply accepts the special claim of the K~fici mat.ha 
regarding this supposedly early reference to its yogaliitga, on the grounds that 
the poetic metaphor requires an actual Siva-lii~ga and an actual water tank. All 
that is required for grihar.sa's metaphor is that a crystal Siva-lii2ga becomes 
invisible when immersed in water. Any crystal ~iva-lii~ga and any body of 
water would satisfy this purpose. Indeed, N~u"ayan. a, the first commentator cited 
above, describes this as a well known general test for the quality of the crystal. 
Pande also does not take into account that the verse in question praises one of 
Damayanti's suitors, who is a king of K~ficipuram, not the ascetic head of a 
monastery in that city. The claim that ~riha~a refers to a specific yogaliizga 
that was worshipped at the K~fici mat.ha by ,qafikara has no basis in the poem. 
Indeed, it is contradicted by the attested reading of yagegvara and by the 
commentators who explain the verse with no reference to ~afikara or to a mat.ha 
at K~cipuram. 
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The issue of four mah~v~kyas 

This brings me to an examination of another tradition unique to the K ~ c i  
matha, but only because Mahadevan and Veezhinathan go out of  their way to 
draw attention to it. it is generally said that there are four mah~tvakyas used at 

the time of upadega (initiation) into sa.mnyasa. The standard four sentences are 
praj~anam brahma, aham brahma asmi, tat tvam asi, and ayam atma brahma, 
one each taken from the principal Upani.sads of  the four Vedas. The mahavakyas 
lie at the heart of Da~an~mi tradition. In Advaita Vedanta, a 'great sentence' is a 

~ruti vakya that teaches the fundamental identity of  the fivdtrnan with Brahman. 
There are many sentences that state or imply this equation, but the crucial issue 
for a guru-gis.ya lineage pertains to the sentences used for upadega during 

sa.mnyasa initiation. 5~ The K~fici mat.ha disagrees with the tradition that these 
are four in number and claims that its own mahavakya is o.m tat sat (Pande 
1994: 358). However, the Bhagavad GTta says that the words o.m, tat, and sat 
each directly denote Brahman; s6 thus the others in the tradition do not accept 

that a collection of synonymous terms makes a mah~vakya. 
A footnote in Mahadevan's (Veezhinathan 1971: viii) introduction brings 

up this controversy about the number of  mahavakyas. Mahadevan claims that in 
the independent text named Pa~c~karan. a, ~afikara lists only three mahavakyas 
and uses the term "ityadi,' implying many more such sentences. However, 
Pa~c[karan. a concludes, 'tat tvam asi, brahma aham asmi, praj~anam anandam. 
brahma, ayam atma brahma, ityadi vakyebhyah." (through such sentences as, 

'You are that,' '1 am Brahman,' 'Consciousness and bliss is Brahman,' and 
'This self is Brahman') (Sundaresan 2002: 26). There are four sentences specifi- 
cally listed here, not three. Except for the variant readings in two of these, these 

are identical to the four standard upadega mahavakyas. Clearly, the Pa~c[kara.na 
text also indicates the importance of these four sentences for the Advaita 
sa.mnyasa tradition. 57 Mahadevan's claim that only three such sentences are 

specifically listed in the Pa~cfkara.na is extremely mystifying, to say the least. 
In a footnote to chapter 41, Veezhinathan (1971: 145) holds that o.m tat sat is 

a mahavakya. He holds that the four mahavakya theory is refuted by the fact that 

one usually studies only one Vedic gakha (branch). Apparently, aham brahma 
asmi, which is from the B rhadaran.yaka Upanis.ad (Sukla Yajurveda), cannot 
be a mahavakya for monks of K~.na Yajurveda schools. If such exclusivity is 

part of  the tradition, Veezhinathan must accuse even ~afikara of  having violated 
it because ~aflkam wrote commentaries on Upani.sads of all four Vedas and 
emphasized tat tram asi, the Sama Veda mahavakya. Veezhinathan then 

proceeds to claim that o.m is a mahdvdkya all by itself and that tat sat is also an 
independent mahavakya because tat denotes Brahman while sat denotes the 
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individual fiva. That o~.n is a mahavakya is contradicted directly by gruti and 
srnrti. 5x As for Veezhinathan's claim that sat denotes thefiva, this is contrary to 
both the Upani.sads and the noted writers of Advaita texts. In Upadegasahasrf, 
Safikara uses sat directly to denote Brahman. in the Chandogya Upani.sad, the 
word sat denotes the highest Brahman, not the individual fiva. In this scriptural 
text, Uddalaka defines sat as Brahman, the One cause, and then equates that 
(tat) Brahman (sat) with the word tram. In Advaita Vedanta, this is explained 
by explicitly sacrificing the usually assumed referents of tvam (as transmigrator) 
and sat or tat (as Brahman with attributes), so as to arrive at a fundamental 
identity. Veezhinathan's stance that sat denotes only the fiva literally contradicts 
scripture and also the Advaita tradition of its exegesis. 

Moreover, the four specific mahavakyas have acquired special significance 
within the Da~anami tradition in the context of initiation. The sa.mnyasa 
manuals provide an option for using any one or all four mahavakyas, but 
Da~anami tradition also associates these four sentences with the four arnnaya 
mat.has. This is probably based on nothing more than the fact that each of these 
sets has four elements. In any case, in the Advaita tradition, the mahavakyas are 

gruti sentences specifically related to sa.mnyasa. On the other hand, o.m tat sat is 
from the Bhagavad G~ta, which for all its importance as sm.rti is not gruti. 
Veezhinathan seems to realize that this remains a serious problem. Although he 
argues in favor of o.m tat sat in his footnote, he does not include it in the main 
text. Instead, in chapter 41, he inserts 'neha nanasti kimcana' (no diversity 
whatsoever exists here) in parentheses after the four traditionally enumerated 
mahavakyas. This sentence is not found in the Calcutta editions, and Veezhi- 
nathan is silent about the manuscript evidence for this reading. Chapter 41 of 
Anant~nandagiri's text now presents a highly curious situation in which the 
main text parenthetically includes a fifth sentence in the form of 'neha nanasti 
kimcana,' which is a gruti sentence, but the corresponding footnote argues for 
the entirely different o.m tat sat, which is a sm.rti phrase. 59 More confusion 

follows. The very next sentence in Anantanandagiri's text refers to the maha- 
vakya-catus..taya in the context of upadega, indicating that the original author 
intended only the well-known set of four sentences. This is further confirmed by 
an explicit reference to the ~ukarahasya Upani.sad, a text that lists the standard 
four mahavdkyas. ~ Undoubtedly, the original text of Anantanandagirfya must 
have listed only the same four sentences, leaving no room for either o.m tat sat 
or neha n~n~sti kim. cana. 6j 

While Veezhinathan's arguments can be criticized on traditional grounds, it 
should also be clear that he and Mahadevan have failed in their stated project of 
producing a critical edition of this hagiographic text. The editor and his advisor 
have quite unjustifiably tampered with the text in order to suit their political 
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purposes. The K~fici mat.ha may have its own reasons for attempting to develop 
a new tradition regarding the mahavakyas, but these two scholars have succeeded 
only in refuting the most probable original reading of  the Anantanandagiriya. 
This is a singular disservice, both to the old tradition of  Advaita Ved,~nta that 
they claim to uphold and to the new tradition of critical scholarship that they 
claim to represent at the University of Madras. 

THE ~AI~IKARA VIJA YA OF M.ADHAVA 

The ;~ankaravUaya of M~dhava is quite well known and has been discussed in 
some detail by David Lorenzen (1983) and Natalia Isayeva (1993). Also known 
as the Sa.mk.sepa Sai~karajaya, it has been printed and translated many times. 
It is very popular within the Advaita tradition and portions of it are recited 
during annual ~ankara Jayanti celebrations. The author is usually identified 
with Vidy~ran.ya, and the text has come to be known as the Sai~karavijaya of 
M~dhava-Vidy,~ran.ya. 6'- Antarkar (1972) mentions that he has seen very old, 
complete palmleaf manuscripts and smaller extracts from this work, which is 
uniformly attributed to M~dhava, from libraries all over India. He notes that 
wandering religious preachers like the k[rtanakaras rely solely on this text. 
However, for various reasons that will be reexamined below, he concludes that 
this text dates from much later times and that its author should not be identified 
with Vidy~ra.nya. 

The commentaries to this text help in fixing its latest possible date. Dhana- 
patisfirin's .Din.d. ima informs us that it was completed in 1798 CE 63 while 
Acyutar~ya's Advaitarajyalak.smT was written in 1824. Thus, a definitive text of 
the M~dhaviya was fixed betbre the early nineteenth century. This has generally 
been taken to be the last possible date for the Madhav[ya (Lorenzen 1983; 
Sawai 1992), but it seems likely that this text was composed at an earlier date. 
Sad[inanda's ~aizkaravijaya S~ra was written in 1783 CE (Aiyar and Venkata- 
raman 1977: 63), and according to Dundubhi (Dhanapatisfirin's commentary 
on this text), Sad~nanda mainly follows Mfidhava's account. This indicates 
that M~dhava's text must have been well accepted within the tradition even 
before 1783. These dates assume importance in light of  an early twentieth- 
century controversy over the M~dhavfya. Narayana Sastri ( 1916) holds that the 
,Anand~rama edition (1891) of this text was printed hastily, with alterations 
prepared by a S~geri  mat.ha adherent so as to highlight ~ g e r i ' s  importance 
over K~flci. He traces the motivation for this to a dispute between the ~Ogeri 
and Kumbhakon.am-K~fici mat.has in 1845. Narayana Sastri claims that the 
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Kumbhakon.am mat.ha relied on Markand. eya Sa.mhita and Sivarahasya but 
that S~geri  could produce nothing, so the Madhavrya was produced as a late 
response. Relying on extended hearsay, he also identifies the author as one 
Bha.t.ta~ri NSx~ya0.a ~st r i ,  who lived in the late nineteenth century. The name 
M~dhava is claimed as a pseudonym of N~r~yan.a (Antarkar 1972: 22-23; 
Narayana Sastri 1916:158-67; Tapasy~nanda 1980: ix-xiii). 

The above claims essentially mean that the Madhav~ya was either entirely 
written or significantly altered at the behest of the ~.rflgeri mat.ha around 1891, 
that is, a full century after DhanapatisQrin wrote his commentary on this text. 
Antarkar notes these objections, but refers to the old manuscripts of the text 
and the date of the commentary, to conclude: 'We have therefore, to set aside 
the charge against S. ~. Jaya of Mfidhava as unproved and even disproved by 
evidence to the contrary' (1972: 5). This is a strong statement about the age 
of this text that essentially dismisses Narayana Sastri's claims. Yet, in his 
concluding remarks, Antarkar contradicts his own earlier stand and says, 'It is 
quite possible that it was tampered with by Bha.t.tagri NS.raya0a S~stri' (1972: 
22). The only reason he offers for this reversal is that another pan. d. ita named 
B~la ~str i ,  whom Antarkar regards as a great scholar, accepts Narayana Sastri's 
claims. Thus, he disregards concrete evidence provided by the commentaries and 
old, complete manuscripts from many different parts of India in favor of one 
person's opinion, based on his own estimate of that person's greatness. Antarkar 
admits that all printed editions of this text agree with one another and with the 
manuscripts to a remarkable extent. The 1891 A.nand,~rama edition includes 
both commentaries to this text. Sengaku Mayeda's (1992: 7) list also includes 
an earlier edition from Bombay. Although a critical edition of this text has not 
been published, it should be noted that editions published directly from ,q.rfigeri 
also do not differ from these earlier editions. 64 The allegation that this text was 
substantially altered in the late nineteenth century cannot be upheld. Antarkar 
does not stop to consider that if the Madhaviya had been tampered with in the 
interests of the g~geri  mat.ha, the text published from ,q.mgeri might differ from 
the other independent editions and manuscripts, at least in some details. 

All of Narayana Sastri's objections to the Madhavfya emanate from his 
assertion that the ~.rflgeri mat.ha needed to produce some text, having lost a 
lawsuit against the Kumbhakon.am-K~fici mat.ha in 1845. Publications from the 
two mat.has present very different accounts of the outcome of this case. The 
correct judicial details are probably available in legal records, 65 but the textual 
claims are more relevant here. Narayana Sastri claims that during the proceed- 
ings, the Kumbhakon.am-KS.fici mat.ha quoted ~ivarahasya and Mdrka.n(l. eya 
Sam. hita. Various versions of a ~ivarahasya are available, but I have already 
pointed out that the Markan. d. eya Sa.mhita is completely untraceable. Antarkar 
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does not ask his K~fici sources for details about these texts. Besides, the S.rfigeri 
Guruva.mgakavya had been written more than a century before this dispute arose, 

while the MadhavTya itself had gained sufficient importance to have influenced 
Sad~nanda and to have been commented upon by Dhanapatis0rin and Acyutaraya 
many decades earlier. Antarkar's clear indebtedness to K~fici mat.ha pan. d. itas 
results in a self-contradictory stance on the allegation that S.rfigeri mat.ha 
followers greatly altered the text in the late nineteenth century. 

Large numbers of  verses in the Madhav~ya (about two-thirds of the available 

text) are also found in Vy~s~cala's Sankaravijaya, Tirumala Dik.sita's Saizkara- 
bhyudaya, R~jac0d.,~man. i Dik.sita's Saizkarabhyudaya, and R,~mabhadra Dik.sita's 
Pataajalicarita. There is no unanimity about the exact number of  common 

verses in each case, but some of these are identical reproductions of  one another, 
while others have variant readings. It is well known that the last two poets lived 

in the seventeenth century and that Vidy~'a.nya lived in the fourteenth century. 
Antarkar (1972: 22) argues that it is Madhavtya that has borrowed extensively 
from the texts of  Vy~s,~cala and the three Dik.sitas. He concludes that one 

M~dhava Bha.t.ta, the author of  a Bharata Campa, must have put together 

this text some time after the seventeenth century. Rama Sastri (1976: 55-56) 
makes the same argument and says that in addition to the texts attributed to 
Vy~s~cala, R~mabhadra, and R~jac0d.[iman.i, Madhavtya borrows forty verses 
from a Bhagavatpadasaptati of a Jagann~thakavi and an unspecified number 
of  verses from another Bhagavatpadasaptati of  one Um,~mahe~vara ~,~str i .  66 

However, Rama Sastri offers no reasons for this assertion. R. K. Aiyar and 
K. R. Venkataraman (1977: 37--43) hold that the borrowing is really in the 

opposite direction. They maintain that the Madhav~ya was commented upon and 
published much before any of these other texts came to light and that K ~ c i  
mat.ha followers have heavily tampered with these works by inserting into them 

numerous verses taken from the Madhav~ya. Both K~iici and ~.rfigeri sources 
remain silent about Tirumala's ~ahkarabhyudaya. For his part, Antarkar does 

not inform us whether the Mguthav~ya ~ahkaravijaya shares any common 
features with the Bharata Campfi of M~dhava Bha.t.ta, nor does he give other 
reasons for identifying this particular author. 67 He tells us nothing more about 

this Bharata Campa or any other works of  M~dhava Bhat..ta, nor does be 
thoroughly investigate the authorship of the texts claimed to be sources of  the 
Madhav~ya. It is one thing to say that the Madhav~ya is a composite text and 

quite another to say that a specific person borrowed extensively from numerous 
other texts. The first alternative allows for a text that has grown over the 
centuries through well-known processes of textual accretion, but Antarkar holds 

that the Madhav~ya is merely a product of  deliberate and cunning plagiarism. 
Much of Antarkar's argument about the direction of borrowing is based upon 
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stylistic criteria and the variety of poetic meters found in the text. However, 
Tapasy~nanda (1980) praises the poetic value of  the text and views its usage of 
a variety of meters as a positive literary feature. An analysis of poetic style and 
meters is outside the scope of this paper. Here I review some of Antarkar's other 
objections against this text before discussing the texts attributed to Vy~s~cala 
and others. Antarkar never sees fit to extend the same concessions to the 
Madhav~ya that he does to the AnantanandagirTya. In contrast to his defense 
of the latter text, claiming that stylistic criteria are subjective and inconclusive, 
he criticizes the former text on stylistic grounds. He finds fault with MadhavTya 
for not being a literally factual account but defends Anantanandagiriya by 
appealing to telepathy, clairvoyance, and parapsychology. Antarkar (1972: 20) 
claims that the Madhav~ya account of Sankara's debate with Man..dana MiCra 
depicts both of them in a negative light, 68 although many within the Dagan~mi 
tradition find it to be rather well written. His criticism that Madhava describes 
the same individual as an incarnation of different gods is just a quibble, for 
M~dhava explicitly tells us that he is reporting different traditions. 69 Antarkar 
finds another problem in M~dhava's description of how Safikara identified 
himself as the one ~iva, independent of  all attributes, when first meeting 
Govinda, his teacher. TM Antarkar's apparent disappointment at not finding a 
servile attitude of the disciple towards the guru betrays a highly deficient 
understanding of both the philosophy of Advaita and its living sam. nyasin 
tradition. According to all accounts, ~aflkara was a boy of extraordinary ability, 
who had already assumed the vows of sam. nyasa and only then gone in search 
of a preceptor. 7~ The Madhavfya simply emphasizes that even before he met 
Govinda, ~ankara had already realized the real atman, which is ganta, giva, 
and advaita. Consistent with this outlook, tradition also recounts that when 
Hast~malaka first met ~ankara, he identified himself as the ever-present atman, 
and ~afikara took him on as a disciple because he immediately realized that this 
was not an ordinary boy. 72 In Upadegasahasrr, ~ankara has a student introduce 
himself as a Br~ihman.a, with family background and other details. The teacher 
tells the student that this is an error and that he is really the eternal atman, never 
limited by any attributes, including caste, family, and purificatory ceremonies 
(Mayeda 1992: 214--15). Even today, after the sa.mnyasa initiation, gurus 
address their disciples as svamin, and the relationship between preceptor and 
disciple matures into one of equality, mutual respect, and regard. A little 
knowledge of the philosophy and ethos of the tradition shows that Antarkar's 
criticism of the Madhav~ya is highly misguided. 

Another instance of unwarranted faultfinding with the Madhavfya is Antarkar's 
reference to the composition of subcommentaries to ,<;ankara's bhas.yas. He says 
that in M~dhava's account, ~at~kara is not very particular about what sort of 
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subcommentary he wanted to be written on his own works. According to him, 
MAdhava uses the terms vrtti, varttika, and .t~ka interchangeably. Thus, he finds 

Madhava to be guilty either of inconsistent usage or of  ignorance of the specific 
technical connotations of these terms. 73 However, even a casual reading of the 

Madhavgya shows otherwise. Toward the end of chapter 7, ~afikara meets 
Kum,~rila, hoping to get that renowned scholar to comment upon his work. In 

verse 103 of this chapter, Kum~rila mentions a v.rtti, but in verse 107, Sankara 
suggests that he should write a vdrttika. Accordingly, in verse 118, Kum~rila 

uses the word varttika. Similarly, in chapter 13, Sure~vara first proposes to 
write a v.rtti on Sankara's Brahmasatrabha.sya, but Sarlkara tells him to write 
a varttika, following which Sure~vara consistently uses the word varttika. 
According to this story, other disciples are either suspicious or jealous of 
Sure~vara and propose that Padmap~da should write a .tfka on the Brahmasatra- 
bha..~ya, while Padmap~da suggests that Hast~malaka should do so. To settle 

this problem, ~;a~kara decides that Sure~vara should write a completely inde- 
pendent treatise first and that Padmap~ida should comment upon the Brahma- 
satrabha.sya. Accordingly, Sure~vara writes Nai.skarmyasiddhi, and Padmap~da 

writes Paficapadika. In this account, only Kum~rila and Sure~vara use the word 
v.rtti, but ~ankara wants them to write a varttika on his own commentary. He 
changes his plan only to resolve a conflict among his disciples, who refer to a 

t.rka. TM Antarkar seems to cavil against the Madhav~ya, seeing contradictions 

where none exist. 
Antarkar (1972: 2) thinks that the salutation of Vidy~ Tirtha in the first verse 

of the Madhav~ya is spurious; thus he disregards the commentators when they 
identify the author as Vidy~ran. ya. However, he relies on the same first verse and 

its commentaries when he holds that M~dhava himself refers to .~,nandagiri's 
so-called Pracfna Sahkaravijaya (Antarkar 1960: 114, 1972: 2). This is a 
self-contradictory assessment of this verse. He then rejects Narayana Sastri's 

contention that this text was manipulated in the late nineteenth century, yet he 

proceeds to contradict himself once again by accepting it after all, in spite of 
strong evidence to the contrary. He claims that this ~ankaravijaya is a result 
of plagiarism by one M~dhava Bha.t.ta but thinks that this person possessed 

sufficient poetic talent to write his own Bharata Campa. He then adds Tirumala 
Dik.sita's text to three of  the six texts found in Rama Sastri 's list, bringing 
the total number of  claimed sources of  the Madhav~ya to seven. These texts have 

thus steadily increased in number, although most of  them have remained obscure. 
The two Bhagavatpadasaptati texts seem to have never been published, and we 
have only Rama Sastri 's assertion that the Madhavrya borrows from them. 

Except for R~mabhadra Dik.sita's poem, which has no more than fifteen verses 
in common with the Madhav~ya, none of  these works was published before the 
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twentieth century. In contrast, the Madhav~ya has been widely available for more 
than two centuries now. It has merited a commentary in the late eighteenth 

century, another in the early nineteenth century, and repeated publication by 
independent institutions. The texts that account for about 90 percent o f  the 
supposed borrowing have only been unearthed recently, and they have unde- 

niably close connections to the K~fici mat.ha. Tirumala is claimed to have been 
a disciple of  Parama~ivendra Sarasvati, who has been included in the K ~ c i  
mat.ha's list, and ,~nandagiri and Vy~s~cala are also claimed to have been at 
K~fici. 75 No manuscripts of ,~nandagiri's Prac~na Sankarajaya and Citsukha's 

B.rhat Sankaravijaya are available, but Antarkar (1960) believes the KSfici 
mat ha's 'reliable information' about them. Nothing more has been heard of 

Citsukha's text, while Rama Sastri (1976: 29, 59) attributes a PracTna Sankara- 
vijaya to ,~,nandagiri in one place and to Miikakavi in another. Mahadevan and 
Veezhinathan claim that Anan~nandagiri 's text is the same as ,~,nandagiri's 
Saitkaravijaya. However, as there is nothing in common between Anantananda- 
gir~ya and MadhavTya, M,~dhava's own reference to a Pracfna ~ai~karajaya 
cannot be to Anantlinandagiri's text. Antarkar says nothing about this and seems 

to be more interested in endorsing the K~fici mat.ha's rejection of  this text than 
in an impartial comparative analysis. The following discussion shows that the 
direction of borrowing of common material is not as conclusively evident as 

Antarkar presents it. 

The ~a~karavijaya of Vy~sffcala 

The Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, published a Sahkara- 
vijaya attributed to a Vygts,~cala (Chandrasekharan 1954), with about twelve 

hundred verses in twelve chapters. Antarkar (1972: 5-8) holds that M~lhava 
borrows four hundred seventy-five verses from this work. Rama Sastri (1976: 

55) mentions five hundred verses, while Aiyar and Venkataraman (1977: 47-48) 

say that there are about six hundred common verses. The editor of the 1954 text 
says that M~dhav[ya refers to this particular text in one verse, TM which is found 
in an Oriental Library manuscript. Antarkar informs us that one Mah[ideva ~[tstri 

also gave him another verse, attributing both verses to the first chapter of  the 
M~dhav[ya. Antarkar infers, 'at least tentatively,' that the second verse may also 
be found in the same Madras manuscript. 77 Neither verse is found in any printed 

edition of the M~dhavfya, and the two commentators do not notice them at all. 
Rama Sastri (1976: 56) suggests that both verses were originally present in the 

M~dhavgya but that they have been deliberately omitted from the printed editions 
because of the ~ g e r i  matha's influence. The 1798 date of  Dhanapatisiirin's 

commentary argues against this contention as well. M~dhavgya seems to have 
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been available to various authors all over India at least before the end of the 
eighteenth century, and printed editions are admitted to match remarkably well 
with manuscripts of this text. Only the Madras manuscript has an extra verse: 
whether it has Mah~deva ~s t r i ' s  second verse is open to question. In the 
absence of text-critical apparatus, no reliable information is available about the 
history of manuscript transmission. The 1954 edition of Vy~s~cala's text offers 
another instance of verses that are not found in the corresponding manuscripts. 
A pasted postscript to the preface informs us that after the text was printed and 
bound, Rama Sastri handed over to the editor four additional verses extracted 
from the K~fic~ mat.ha's Sus.ama and attributed to the Vyasacal~ya. These verses 
have been included in the postscript but not in the main text, and the editor 
clarifies that they were not found in any of his source manuscripts, including 
those obtained from the K~fici mat.ha. It is not very surprising that these four 
additional verses describe ~ankara's last days at Kafici and his establishment 
of a mat.ha there. Note that the main text places ~ankara's last days in the 
Him,~layas and says nothing about any mat.has. 

Who is this Vy~s~cala? The published text gives no clue to the author's 
identity, but the editor's preface quotes one Atreya K~n.a S~stri (another K~tflci 
mat.ha pan. d. ita) and identifies VyS~cala with a Mah~devendra Sarasvati, one 
of the heads of the K~fici mat.ha who performed penance on a hill named 
Vy,~s~cala. The location of this hill is unknown, and no such story about any of 
the Mah~devendra Sarasvatis on the K ~ c i  list is to be /bund in that mat.ha's 
Gururatnamala or Su.sama. K.r.sn.a ~lstri's reasons for identifying Vy~Ls~cala 
with a Mah~devendra Sarasvati remain mysterious. A different identification 
of this Vy~tcala had earlier been made by the K~fici mat.ha; Narayana Sastri 
(1916) had identified Vy~s~cala with either VidyMafikara or ~afikar~nanda 
(Antarkar 1960: 113). Now, unlike the references available uniquely to K ~ c i  
mat.ha pan.d, itas, Madhav[ya (I.17) does refer to a Vy~s,~cala. However, both 
Dhanapatis0rin and Acyutaraya interpret this as a self-descriptive term used by 
the author and equate V y ~ a l a  with M~dhava (Antarkar 1972: 2). Neither 
commentator sees this as a reference to another author named V y ~ c a l a  who 
wrote a different text. Aiyar and Venkataraman (1977: 47-64) offer other 
evidence, which indicates that Govindanatha's ~aizkaracaryacarita (the Keral.~ya 
Saizkaravijaya) also identifies Vy~is,~cala with M~dhava. Even the author of 
the K~fici mat ha's Sus.ama seems to refer only to the Mddhav~ya in one of 
his supposed quotations from a Vyasacal~ya. Thus, he mentions the C~0..d,~la 
episode, TM with the introduction, "vist.rtam idam vyasacal~ye" (This is elaborated 
in the Vyasacal~ya), and quotes twenty-eight verses which are completely 
identical in wording and order to Madhavtya 6.25-52. Manuscripts attributed to 
Vy~s~cala do not describe the C~.n.d~la episode at all, and none of these twenty- 
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eighth verses is found in the 1954 publication. Another such instance is found 
in reference to Sankara's upanayana (sacred-thread investiture) ceremony, where 
Su..vama refers to a Vyasacaltya but quotes Madhav~ya (4.11 ). The corresponding 
verse in the 1954 Vyasacalfya text (I 1.116) has a dift~rent reading. 79 Thus, there 
is sufficient reason to question whether there was any independent author named 
Vyasacala. Antarkar disregards all this, and on the strength of the two stanzas 
not found in the vast majority of manuscripts, he says, 'Madhava definitely 
refers to Vy~s~cala in the stanzas ~:v~sacala pramukha p~rvika' (1972: 9). Again, 
he trusts the oral evidence of a K~fici mat.ha pan. d. ita and his own 'tentative' 
inference against the evidence of the numerous manuscripts of the Madhav~ya 
and the commentaries. As is now a consistent pattern with him where Kafici 
sources are concerned, he adduces no reasons. The Madhav~ya can be accused 
of plagiarism only if Vy~acala is proved to be a completely different author. 
However, such a supposition rests on two verses of highly suspect origins, in 
his eagemess to judge the Madhavfya adversely, Antarkar does not investigate 
the 1954 Vyasacalfya properly, and he considers no alternative explanations of 
the textual evidence. The entire exercise smacks of specious reasoning, designed 
as an explanation for a prejudiced conclusion about these texts. 

One criterion that Antarkar uses to decide the direction of borrowing is that 
the Madhav~ya gives more stories than the other works and elaborates more on 
the common ones. Such an argument would actually work more effectively 
against the text attributed to Vy~s~cala. For example, Madhavfya (2.46--47) 
refers to the legend of Upamanyu when ~afikara's parents decide to propitiate 
~iva in order to obtain a son. The story continues with the parents worshipping 
~iva at Trichfir. In the published Vyasacal~ya, both these verses are found 
towards the end of the first chapter. The next two chapters, containing one 
hundred and thirty-nine verses, describe the story of Upamanyu in great detail, 
and Sar~kara's birth is described only in the fourth chapter. The use of two 
entire chapters out of twelve to digress from the main narrative stands out very 
significantly. Similarly, in Madhav~ya (16.14-15), ~a~kara's disciples are 
described as having gone on a search for doctors in order to treat ~ankara when 
he was ill. The 1954 text has both these verses as 10.12 and 10.17, but quite 
irrelevantly, the intervening four verses describe the beauty of sunrise and 
sunset. In verse 10.18, the disciples soon forget their mission. The text then 
begins describing the Sahy~dri Mountains, the ocean, the spring season, and 
the erotic sentiments it arouses in young lovers. Chapter II continues with a 
description of all the seasons that follow in order, until, in verse 11.78, we 
are told that the disciples eventually returned with the doctors. Apparently, it 
took more than a year for the disciples to find competent doctors; meanwhile 
they took a vacation, enjoying seasonal delights and various other sensuous 
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pleasures, quite oblivious to the state of Saflkara's health! Hagiographies usually 
intend to glorify, but one hundred and seventeen verses in chapter 10 and 
seventy-seven verses in chapter 11 of the 1954 text of Vy~s~cala are not only 
irrelevant to Saflkara's life, but they also cast his disciples in an extremely poor 
light. Contrast this with the Madhavfya, where three verses (16.14-16) give the 
whole story. This is definitely the simpler treatment of the episode. It may be 
said that lyrical descriptions of the seasons and the beauty of nature are standard 
features of k~vya literature and that M~dhav~ya describes Saflkara's travels 
similarly. However, the context in which such descriptions have been introduced 
in the 1954 text of Vy~s~cala is hardly appropriate. And if greater elaboration of 
stories indicates a specific direction of borrowing, a very strong case can be 
made that it is the text published in 1954 and attributed to VyS.sS.cala that has 
borrowed extensively from the M~dhavfya, embellishing and elaborating a few 
selected accounts. Finally, these two examples themselves fill almost four 
chapters out of twelve, utilizing three hundred and thirty-three out of a total of 
twelve hundred verses (28 percent), s° It is therefore more than a little astounding 
to read Antarkar's (1972: 8) opinion of the matter, when he contends that 
Vy~s~cala's text is more cryptic in both style and arrangement than MS.dhava's 
text. 

The Sahkaribhyudaya of Tirumala D[k~ita 

Antarkar (1965) published Timmala Diksita's ~}ankar~bhyudaya, using a tran- 
script from the Oriental Research Institute, Mysore, which is said to possess 
the sole manuscript of this text. The text seems to be incomplete, as it ends 
abruptly after ~azikara's debate with Man..dana MiCra, but is claimed to be the 
source of four hundred and seventy-five verses in the M~dhav[ya. The most 
serious problem with Antarkar's analysis of this text is his dating. Each chapter 
colophon salutes one Paramagivendra Sarasvati. Antarkar, who has thrown out 
M~dhava's verse salutation of Vidy~ Tirtha as spurious, does not look deeper 
into Tirumala colophon reference. The K~fici mat.ha claims Parama~ivendra as 
its head between 1539 and 1586 CE. Antarkar accepts this date and concludes 
that Tirumala Dik.sita must have also lived in the sixteenth century. However, 
this is at least a century too early. Parama~ivendra's Daharavidy~ Praka~ik~ 
(1991) mentions one Tryambakar~ya Makhin, a minister of the Tafij~vfir 
Mar~.th~ kings, ~;rlhaji (1684-17l l) and Serfoji I (1711-29). ~rlhaji's grant to 
Veflka.tak.~.n.a Dik.sita, one of Paramagivendra's disciples, carries a date of 1692 
CE. Sad~giva Brahmendra, a more famous disciple, was contemporaneous with 
Tukoji (1729- 36) of Tafij,~vfir and Vijayaraghun~tha Ton.d. aim~n (1730-69) of 
Pudukkot..tai (Sewell 1975). Paramagivendra Sarasvati's date is definitely later 
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than 1675 CE, and this Tirumala Dik.sita, if he was indeed Parama~ivendra's 
direct disciple, should have lived around 1700 CE. 

Antarkar acknowledges that old and complete manuscripts of  the M~dhav~ya 
exist, although he does not tell us how old the oldest one is. Let us assume that 
he is right about the direction of  borrowing between the M~dhavrya and this 
Sankar~bhyudaya, if not about the date of the latter. We may now hypotheti- 
cally reconstruct the origins of the former text. One M~dhava Bha.t.ta borrows 
heavily from various texts to produce the text that is now called the Madhav~ya. 
No manuscript of M~dhava's text can be much older than i 700 CE, which must 
also be the earliest possible date for this M~dhava Bha.t.ta. We must now allow 
for a reasonable period of time over which manuscripts of M~dhava's compilation 
are copied and widely distributed all over India. in some mysterious manner, 
the Madhavrya then gets attributed to VidyS, ran.ya and quickly becomes very 
popular among traveling religious preachers (k~rtanakaras) and learned Da~an,~mi 
sam. nyasins all over India. Thus, Sad~nanda relies upon it in 1783 when he 
composes his Saizkaravijaya Sara, and a commentary is written upon it in 
1798fl Even as the Madhavrya gains in popularity, Tirumala Dik.sita, a disciple 
of such a notable guru as Parama~ivendra Sarasvati, is very much alive. Still, 
his work is eclipsed effectively by a plagiarized compilation that borrows 
substantially from him. Tirumala's Saizkarabhyudaya is disregarded so totally 
that only one incomplete manuscript of his work survives. Dhanapatisfirin also 
remains quite unaware of it, although he is sufficiently interested in the hagio- 
graphic literature to write commentaries on two different texts, the Madhav~ya 
and the Jahkaravijaya Sara. 

In my opinion, this could have only happened via a fantastic conspiracy on 
the part of this M~dhava Bha.t.ta and the ~.rfigeri mat.ha, and also perhaps 
Sad~nanda and Dhanapatis0rin, against Parama~ivendra Sarasvati and his 
disciples. However, every traditional Advaitin, including the recent heads of  the 
~.rfigeri mafha, has always held Parama~ivendra and his disciple, Sad~iva 
Brahmendra, in extremely high regard. On the other hand, the date claimed by 
the Kafici matha for Parama~ivendra is quite impossible, while Tirumala's text 
has remained unnoticed even by K~fici mat.ha pan d. itas. Antarkar's contention 
that it is a source for the Madhav[ya depends crucially upon his faulty dating; 
the error of a century creates serious problems for his argument that this 
Sahkarabhyudaya is an old text and a source for the Madhav~ya. 

Antarkar does not investigate the sole manuscript of this work and its history, 
and he does not try to authenticate his transcript. He says that the transcript was 
full of mistakes and gaps that he has had to correct as much as possible. Did an 
inferior scribe put together the bad transcript or even the original manuscript 
using select verses from the Madhav[ya? This question is as valid as the accusa- 
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tions that have been made the other way round and would indeed be considered 
seriously by anyone interested in making a fair comparison of the two works. 
Antarkar always uncritically accepts a specific set of sources, while a bad 
transcript would have created its own biases. His footnotes claim to give 'better 
readings' than the transcript wherever possible. Having already decided that this 
work is prior to the Madhavfya, has he emended Tirumala's Sailkarabhyudaya 
by referring to corresponding verses in the Madhavfya? In this context, note 
Antarkar's (1972: 13) claim that only M~dhava relates a story in which ~afikara 
reinterprets Jaimini's M~ma.msa Satras to Man.d.ana MiCra at the end of their 
famous debate, whereas Tirumala does not. Interestingly enough, chapter 5 of 
his own edition of Tirumala's work begins with precisely such a story, using 
identical verses. Either his comparison of these two texts is faulty, or his 
edition of Tirumala's text has itself borrowed this story from the Madhav~ya. 
Given that the Madhav~ya was well known for at least two centuries before 
Antarkar published Tirumala's work, the opposite conclusion, that is, that the 
Sahkarabhyudaya attributed to Tirumala Dik.sita has effectively borrowed from 
the Madhaviya, remains a serious possibility to be investigated. 

The Sahkar~bhyudaya of R~jacf~l~man. i D[k$ita 

Unlike Vyas~cala and Tirumala Dik.sita, who are not known for any other poetic 
works, Rajacfid.~man. i Dik.sita is a well-known poet from the seventeenth century. 
His Sankar~bhyudaya has been published by S. V. Radhakrishna Sastri (1986: 
iv), who says that the Adyar Library's manuscript of this poem contains six 
chapters with a commentary. The published text has eight chapters, with the 
seventh and eighth chapters taken from a K~fici ma.tha manuscript. Antarkar 
(1972: 5-8) enumerates one hundred and twenty-five verses in common between 
this work and the Madhav~ya. Aiyar and Venkataraman (1977: 46) point out 
one hundred forty-nine verses in common, while Radhakrishna Sastri (1986: iv) 
says that there are one hundred sixty-seven such verses. The seventh chapter of 
this text describes a Sarvajfiapi.tha at K~ficipuram, and the last verse of the 
eighth chapter says that Sankara experienced brahmananda (supreme bliss) by 
worshipping the goddess KSme~vari at KS, ficipuram. Radhakrishna Sastri (1986: 
i 10) and Rama Sastri (1976: 61) interpret this to mean that ~aCtkara spent his 
last days in Kificipuram, where he established a malha. 82 This reads too much 

into this verse. An experience of brahmananda does not imply physical death, 
especially for Advaita Vedanta, which lays great emphasis on fivanmukti (living 
liberation). The text contains no references to mathas and also does not explic- 
itly describe Safikara's last days. 

The most outstanding feature of  this text is its structure. The first four 
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chapters give most of the commonly known legends of ~aflkara's life, with 
events arranged according to major themes. That they are not necessarily in 
chronological order is seen by the frequent use of the word kadacana (at some 
time). The first chapter describes the poet, his family, his guru, Girvrm.endra 
Sarasvati, and the events from ~ankara's birth to his initiation into sam. nyasa 
and composition of various works. The second chapter describes all the impor- 
tant people in Sankara's life, including Vy~sa, Kumarila Bha.tta, and the 
disciples Padmap~da and Sure~vara, and their compositions. In the third chapter, 
the important themes are fire and Saflkara's memory. When his mother passes 
away, ~ k a r a  overrules the objections of his relatives and produces fire for 
the cremation through the power of a mantra. Padmap~da reports that his 
manuscript of the Paacapadika was burnt in a fire orchestrated by an uncle. 
Saflkara relies on his memory to restore the portion that he had read earlier. 
He similarly restores the plays of the king, R~ja~ekhara, which had been lost 
in another fire. ~ahkara visits the village of Sivava!!i, where the air is filled 
with smoke from the sacrificial fires of Brahman.as. Here Hast~malaka becomes 
his disciple. When ,qaflkara suffers from a disease caused by excess body heat, 
the devoted disciple, To.taka, takes care of him. The fourth chapter has brief 
descriptions of ~aflkara's travels through the Kerala and Karnataka regions. It 
also includes many other common legends, such as the miraculous resurrection 
of a dead boy, Saflkara's encounter with a K~p~lika whose plan to use him as 
a sacrificial victim is thwarted by Padmap~da, and ~aflkara's animating the 
dead body of a king with his yogic powers. It is noteworthy that all the verses 
common to the Madhav~ya and this Sai~karabhyudaya are found in the approxi- 
mately two hundred and fifty verses of the first four chapters. 

The last four chapters give detailed descriptions of gafikara's pilgrimage 
tours in the Tamil region and his composition of hymns to various deities. Of 
the forty-nine verses in the fifth chapter, twenty-four constitute a hymn to 
Padman~bha at Anantagayana (Trivandrum?) and twenty verses are in praise of 
Min,'ik.si-Sundare~vara at Madurai. The sixth chapter describes R~me~varam, 
with forty-two out of forty-five verses devoted to the legend of R~ma. The 
seventh chapter describes temples on the banks of the K~veri and contains 
hymns to ~riraflgam, Mannargud.i, Cidambaram, Arun.~cala, and K~c|puram. 
Along the way, the acarya visits the poet's ancestral home on the banks of the 
river Pin~kini and travels through the poet's father's village. Finally, he ascends 
a Sarvajfiapi.tha at K~cipuram and composes verses based on the fifteen-syllable 
grividy~-mantra and a related six-syllable mantra. 83 The eighth chapter concen- 
trates entirely on the description of the grgcakra and has hymns in praise of its 
associated deities. However, most of these verses are incomplete and also seem 
to have doubtful readings, according to Radhakrishna Sastri's footnotes. 
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This binary structure of the text, with a clear demarcation of content, is 
remarkable. The first four chapters rearrange various commonly known legends 
of gafikara's life in a thematic manner, while the last four chapters introduce us 
to various hymns in the guise of ~a~kara's pilgrimage tour. In the first chapter, 
R~jacfi.d~man. i Dik.sita salutes Girv~nendra Sarasvati with the words Pary~ya 
Sankarfic~rya, that is, as equivalent to Sankar~c~rya. Girv~n. endra is the author of 
a commentary on the Prapa~casara, a mantragastra text traditionally attributed 
to Sankara. R~jac/i.d~ma.ni also mentions this in his salutation. The Prapa~ca- 
sara is again given a very prominent place in the poet's list of  ~af~kara's compo- 
sitions. ~ The hymns in the last two chapters are predominantly associated with 
mantragastra. It is quite possible that these and the other hymns in the last four 
chapters are compositions of Girv~nendra but attributed by the poet to ~aflkara. 
When R~jacfid.~man. i tells us that the acarya visited his ancestral home and his 
father's village, it is far more likely that this was some Sankarac~ya who lived 
closer to his own times rather than the original ~ankara. This leads me to 
believe that R~jacfid.~iman.i's ~ai~karabhyudaya presents us with a composite 
figure of  5]ankara, with the first four chapters condensing ~a~kara's traditional 
hagiography and the last four chapters presenting pilgrimage tours and 
compositions of a later personality, most probably Girv~.nendra Sarasvati. 

The image of ~ankara preserved in this text also contrasts very significantly 
with that in the Madhav~ya. In the Saizkarabhyudaya, philosophical debates 
are described in a cursory manner, and the emphasis is on ~ankara as an adept in 
mantragastra and as a composer of hymns. Madhavtya has its share of such 
hymns but mainly focuses on ~afikara's defense of Advaita against Bhed~bheda 
Vedanta and Pfirva Mim~m. s~. Taking into account the fact that debates with 
these two specific schools belong to an earlier period in the history of Advaita, 
Madhavfya emerges as the comparatively older text. The first four chapters of 
the Sahkarabhyudaya seem indebted to an earlier, fully developed hagiography. 
There is nothing to suggest that this earlier text is not the Madhavfya. This is 
diametrically opposed to Antarkar's conclusion about these texts. 

Antarkar's (1972: 5-8) argument that more elaborate details of some legends 
indicate the late date of a text is neither conclusive nor made consistently. 
For example, R~jacfid.,~man.i briefly mentions the composition of Paacapadika 
and Nai.skarmyasiddhi in his second chapter, whereas M~tdhava gives a detailed 
account of  these two texts in his thirteenth chapter. The 1954 Vyasacal~ya 
also gives the same kind of detail, with many verses identical to those in 
Madhavfya. However, Antarkar still thinks that the Vyasacalfya was composed 
in the fifteenth century, that is, two centuries before R~jac0d.~man.i wrote his 
~ai~karabhyudaya. If the 1954 Vyasacalfya is older than this Sahkarabhyudaya, 
in spite of a relatively greater degree of  elaboration, there is no valid reason to 
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think that a similar degree of elaboration in the Madhav~ya indicates a late date. 

The Patafijalicarita of R~mabhadra D[kfita 

RSmabhadra Diksita is a well-known poet from the seventeenth century. K~c i  
mat.ha texts cite his Pata~jalicarita (1934) as a valuable authority on the 
lives of Gau.dap~da, Govinda, and Sankara, but Mahadevan (1960: 12-13) 
takes the safe route and does not rely on it. Antarkar (1972: 5-8) finds eleven 
verses in common between the last chapter of this work and the Madhav~ya. 
Aiyar and Venkataraman (1977: 44-45) point out fifteen such verses and 
argue for borrowing in the opposite direction. The last chapter of this text 
seems to identify Govinda, Safikara's guru, with one Candragupta. Aiyar and 
Venkataraman (1977: 37) comment that Candragupta does not sound like 
the name of a Br~hman.a. In response, Candragekharendra Sarasvati (1980: 
11-13), Radhakrishna Sastri (1986:111-16) ,  and Rama Sastri (1976: I-5) 
give the name not as Candragupta, but as Candragarm~. xs In any case, as the 
title Pataajalicarita suggests, RAmabhadra Dik.sita is concerned mainly 
with Patafijali and Bhart.rhari, the notable grammarians. Indeed, it is open to 
question whether the last chapter is really a part of R~mabhadra's original 
Pata~jalicarita. It does not naturally fit in with the preceding chapters in 
this poem, and it is quite unclear what Govinda and ~ankara have to do with 
Patafijali and Bhart.rhari. ~aflkara is mentioned very briefly, in roughly seventy 
verses in the last chapter, with only eleven (or fifteen) verses in common with 
M~dhava's text. The possibility that this chapter does not originally belong to 
the Pata~jalicarita cannot be ruled out, but it is also possible that Ramabhadra 
Dik.sita himself borrowed a small number of verses from MAdhava. 

A reappraisal of the Midhaviya 

In summary, the argument that the Madhav~ya borrows from other texts simply 
ignores the fact that its supposed source texts present numerous insurmountable 
problems. The Sahkarabhyudaya of Tirumala Dik.sita and the published text 
of  the ~ahkaravijaya of Vyas~cala account for roughly 90 percent of the verses 
that the Madhav~ya is said to have borrowed, and, significantly enough, these 
two texts give rise to the most severe doubts about their origins. It is also not 
clear that a greater elaboration of stories indicates a later date because a later 
author can choose either to build upon or to condense earlier accounts. R~jac0.d~- 
man.i's $aizkarabhyudaya may represent the latter case. A more basic issue to be 
clarified is the number of common verses found in the Madhav[ya as compared 
to the other texts. Completely different counts are given by Antarkar and by 
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sources from S~geri and K~.fici mat.has with respect to the texts of Vy~s~,cala, 
Rajac0d.~ma.ni, and R~mabhadra. Antarkar's list of common verses in Tirumala's 
~ankarabhyudaya is faulty, but no pan. d. ita from either mat.ha has noticed 
this text. The two Bhagavatpadasaptati texts claimed by Rama Sastri do not 
seem to have ever been published. While K~fici mat.ha pat.zd, itas make explicit 
claims, Antarkar (1972: 20-23) insinuates a systematic conspiracy behind the 
production and popularization of a plagiarized Sai~karavijaya on the part of 
M~.dhava Bhatta and/or the S.rfigeri matha. It is worth reiterating that complete 
manuscripts of the MadhavTya are available from many places, as admitted 
by Antarkar himself, whereas those of the claimed source texts are relatively 
scarce. Thus, the claim is that M~dhava Bha.t.ta and/or the ~ g e r i  mat.ha 
prepared a Madhaviya text by borrowing extensively from a number of other 
texts, successfully attributed it to Vidy~ran.ya, arranged for it to be repeatedly 
copied and widely distributed, and effectively suppressed the circulation of its 
sources. This does not seem very likely, it would be equally or more probable 
that these other texts have borrowed from the Madhavfya. 

Tapasy~nanda (I 980: ix-xv) dismisses the K~fici ma!ha's arguments against 
the Madhavtya as 'scurrilous criticism' and 'bazaar gossip.' He takes the stance 
that M~dhava is Vidy~an.ya and that it is a literary feature of Vidy~ran.ya's 
undisputed works to quote other authors without specific attribution. This 
argument ultimately goes nowhere, as Vidy~'a.nya's date is undoubtedly in the 
fourteenth century, while the two Sankarabhyudayas and the Pataajalicarita 
come from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Even VidyAra0.ya could 
not have anonymously reproduced verses from texts written three or tour 
centuries after him. Moreover, anonymous quotation is not just characteristic of 
Vidyiran.ya; most classical Sanskrit texts make quotations without specific 
attributions, having been written for a specific audience that is expected to be 
knowledgeable, if  the Mddhavfya were indeed by Vidy~lran.ya, the contention of 
~ g e r i  followers regarding the direction of borrowing would be vindicated. 
However, Tapasy~nanda does not seem to have done a detailed investigation of 
the texts attributed to Vy~s~cala and Tirumala. Thus, the problem of the common 
verses in these texts admits of no easy solutions. Antarkar's conclusions about 

the direction of borrowing are vitiated by his faulty evaluations of the other 
texts, a result of his undeniable bias toward one particular mat.ha's sources. 

Tapasy~nanda also offers a stronger defense, praising the value of Madhav~ya 
as a hagiography. He highlights the depth of philosophical acumen found in its 
description of Sankara's debates and the author's deep familiarity with all Hindu 
philosophical doctrines. This is definitely the most important feature of the text. 
in his descriptions of Safikara's debates with Man.d.ana and Bh~tskara, M~dhava 
presents a fine defense of ~ankaran Advaita against other kinds of Vedanta and 
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Mim,~m. s~. Among the available hagiographies, this text gives the best account 
of the philosophical and religious background of early Advaita, which may 
account for its great popularity within the tradition. M~dhava even mentions 
V,~caspati MiCra as a future rebirth of Sure~vara, owing to prarabdha karma 
(karma that has already begun to fructify), so that Sure~vara's thwarted desire to 
comment on the Brahmasatrabhd.sya gets fulfilled in a future life through the 
composition of the BharnatL One should also note that in spite of  M~dhava's 
anachronisms, independent evidence more or less confirms his description of 
Kum~rila, Bh~skara, and Man..dana as Saflkara's contemporaries. 

Seen in proper context, the Madhavtya is neither partial to ~ g e r i  or to the 
other amnaya mat.has nor biased against K~fici. All Sankaravijaya texts that 
describe mathas mention S~geri and connect it with the story of Sankara's 
debate with Man.dana MiCra, alias Vi~varQpa. 86 The main legend is that 
Mandana's wife, Bh~rati, was so learned that she was considered an incarnation 
of  the goddess Sarasvati. She was the reti~ree at this debate, and after her 
husband lost to ~aflkara, a temple was established in her name at ~.rfigeri. Some 
version of this story is found in all the Sankaravijaya texts, and the Madhavfya 
(10.71) is no exceptionY Chapter 12 of the Madhavfya describes ~ g e r i  in a 
total of six verses (12.64-69) and proceeds to narrate other traditions about 
Sankara's disciples, if  some staunch ~ g e r i  mat.ha follower had put together 
this text as late as the seventeenth or eighteenth century, one might expect him 
to have taken the opportunity to introduce at least some of  the other legends 
specific to ,~ogeri into this chapter. On the contrary, after briefly mentioning 
~ g e r i  in chapter 12, Madhavfya (14.168) implies that ~aftkara had already left 
the place. Dv~ak~ and Badrinath are mentioned along ~ankara's travel route 
(Madhav~ya 15.73-75, 16.93-94), but Puri is not. K~iiici is mentioned once in a 
description of Padmap~lda's pilgrimage (Madhavgya 14.59-61) and again with 
respect to ~ankara's reform of the Tantric worship at its Devi temple (15.4-5). 
Finally, M~dhava does not mention how many mathas were established by 
Saflkara. He provides only a general description, ~ implying agramas at ~ g e r i  
and other places. 

It might be objected that this text is indeed partial to ~ g e r i ,  singling it out 
as the site of a Safikaran institution. However, this needs to be compared with 
what is found in other texts. Cidvil,~sa's Sai~karavijaya Vilasa (Antarkar 1973) 
devotes three entire chapters to a description of ~.nigeri and the establishment of 
the mat.ha and the ~rad~  temple at that place. Cidvil,~sa also devotes one chapter 
each to the amnaya mat.has at Dv~ak,~, Puri, and Badrin~th. He describes the 
consecration of a gr~cakra at K~ficipuram, where he also places the Sarvajfia- 
pi.tha, but he does not mention the establishment of a mat.ha in that city. ~9 
Thus, when Cidvil,~sa's text was written, the four amnaya mat.ha tradition 
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seems to have been undisputed but that of a Sarvajfiapi.tha at K~fici must have 
been current. Interestingly, texts that place the Sarvajfiapi.tha at K~gmira do not 
mention a mat.ha there. One must therefore distinguish between a mat.ha 
established by ~aflkara and the tradition of a preexisting Sarvajfiapi.tha. Even 
the K~fici ma!ha's Su.sama and chapter 63 in all editions of Anant~nandagiri's 
¢Sahkaravijaya explicitly mention that ~aflkara and his disciples stayed at 
S.rflgeri for twelve years. This is a widespread oral tradition, but M~dhava does 
not mention it. Thus, no account of monastic institutions seems to find it 
possible to eliminate a reference to S.rflgeri. Whoever its author may be, the 
Madhav~ya is not more partial to S~geri than these other texts. It is also not 
very likely that all the k~rtanakaras and preachers who have traditionally used 
this text are especially close to the Sogeri  mat.ha, to the exclusion of all other 
religious institutions. The simple fact seems to be that of the numerous 
~afikaravijaya texts with all their variant traditions, the Madhav~ya and its 
traditions have been most widely accepted. It is in this perspective that one 
must view the endorsement of  the MadhavTya by the S~geri mat.ha and other 
Dagan~mi institutions, while only the K,~ftci mat.ha rejects this text. 

The author of the Madhav~ya explicitly informs us, in his very first verse, that 
he has relied upon a Prac~na $aizkarajaya. However, many other texts have 
come to be identified as his sources, without investigating whether these other 
texts are themselves indebted to this putatively older text. It should also be 
investigated whether the texts claimed as sources of the Madhavfya have 
borrowed from one another. An Ur-CSai~karavijaya may have been only an oral 
account, growing variously in time and branching into different versions. In 
particular, the two texts attributed to M~idhava and Vy~s~cala may represent 
different written redactions of this text, as they share the greatest amount of 
material, while R~jacfid.,~man.i's text may be a condensation of such an older 
account. My discussion of these texts has been largely exploratory, so that an 
independent, impartial, rigorous, and comparative textual analysis still remains 
to be done. 

TEXTUAL TRADITIONS AND MODERN RESEARCH 

All hagiographic texts locate ~attkara's birth in Kerala, except for the earlier 
editions of Anant~nandagiri's text that mention Cidambaram. A few texts say 
nothing at all about the establishment of  mat.has. M~dhava provides only a 
generic statement about monastic institutions, but Cidvil~sa explicitly mentions 
all four amnaya mat.has. Both Cidvil~sa and M~dhava place Safikara's last 
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days in the Himalayas, agreeing with other Dagan~mi traditions (Giri 1976; 
Sarkar 1946). The earlier editions of Anant~nandagiri mention a mat.ha only 
at S.rfigeri, but the 1971 Madras edition mentions a mat.ha near ~ g e r i  and 
another at K~ficipuram. All editions of  Anan~nandagiri's text are silent 
about the Sarvaj~api.tha, which is in Kagmira according to the Madhav~ya 
and the 1954 Vyasacalfya but in K~'~ci according to the texts of  Cidvil~sa 
and R~jacQd.~man.i. In this context, R~jacQd.~man.i Dik.sita's reference to the 
Prapaacasara and his salutation of  Girv~n.endra Sarasvati, his guru, as a 
Paryaya ~ankar~c~xya are notable. That the first verse of Prapaacasdra salutes 
the goddess ~firad~ is usually explained by the tradition that S~xad~ is the 
presiding goddess in K~mira, where ~ankara ascended the Sarvajfiapi.tha (Pande 
1994). 9° Therefore, the older K~.~mira Sarvajfiapi.tha tradition is perhaps to be 
traced to the author of Prapa~casara. However, while Girv~.nendra, the teacher, 
wrote a commentary on Prapa~casara, R~jac0d.~man.i, the disciple, is totally 
silent about K~mira. This fits in with my hypothesis that the last four chapters 
of the Sahkar~bhyudaya refer to Girv~n. endra Sarasvati or some other guru in his 
immediate lineage. One of these later gurus must have given rise to a K~ci  
Sarvajiiapi.tha tradition, which is recounted by R~jacfid.~man.i. Under this recon- 
struction, Cidvil~sa, who places the Sarvajfiapi.tha at K~iici, may have lived in 
the seventeenth century or later. 

The two Sarvajfiapi.tha traditions are conflated in Govindan~tha's Keral.~ya 
Sahkaravijaya, usually dated to the seventeenth century (Antarkar 1992a). This 
text seems to identify K~ficipuram with KA~mira and the goddess K~m~k.si, 
usually considered to be a form of P~rvati, with VS.gdevi and Bh~rati, which are 
names of Sarasvati. An identification of Kr~fici (a pura) with K~mira (a dega) 
can be easily disregarded, but it should be noted that the goddess S~u"ad~ of the 
K~gmira Sarvajflapi.tha is also a form of Samsvati. The K~mira Sarvajflapi.tha 
tradition may have been already well known, but the K~.fici Sarvajfiapi.tha 
tradition must have been gaining strength; this author acknowledges both in his 
own way. 9~ Interestingly, Govindan~tha holds that ~afikara finally returned to 
Trich0r in Kerala and passed away there. Evidently he wants to complete the 
circle, so that ~ankara's last days are spent at the same place where his parents 
first prayed for his birth, it seems clear that placing the Sarvajfiapi.tha in the 
south significantly enhances his narrative of ~aflkara's return to TrichQr towards 
the end of his life. 

Rama Sastri (1976: 58-59) builds imaginatively upon Govindan~tha's 
account of the Sarvajfiapi.tha and holds that K~,ficipuram is known as 'South- 
K~mira, '  a name that is unheard of in any other source. However, he dismisses 
the story of Sankara's last days in Trich0r as arising out of too much 'local 
patriotism' on Govindan~.tha's part. This may be so, but he relies on this text 
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quite selectively; his criticism of  Govindan~tha can also be applied to Rama 
Sastri himself, as his brand of  'local patriotism' extends only to K~ficipuram. 
Thus, he relies on the K~fici mat.ha's Su.sama and claims that Govindan~tha's 
Sahkaracaryacarita has six additional verses. These say that after ascending 
the Sarvajfiapi.tha, ~afikara established a mat.ha at K~fici, appointed Sure~vara 
as its head, installed a yogalinga, and spent his last days there. However, these 
six verses are not found in any manuscript of Govindan~tha's text (Antarkar 
1992a: 58) and contradict its account of ~afikara's last days in Trichfir. The 
~ahkaracaryacarita is also silent about the establishment of mat.has. Clearly, 
different traditions about the same place do not necessarily go together in the 
textual sources (Table 1), while other traditions have little textual support. 
~afikara is also claimed to have established the Karavirapi.tha near Koih~pur in 
Maharashtra and to have passed away there (Rama 1989:197, 478). Yet another 
tradition places his last days at a Dat~treyapi.tha in M~hQr in Maharashtra 
(Tapasy~nanda 1980: xxxiii). Thus, a number of places claim the honor of being 
~afikara's final destination, but only the Him~ilayas and K~ficipuram are well 
known in this context nowadays. Unlike K~ficipuram, there are no currently 
influential mathas pressing for the claims of Tdch0r, Kolh~pur, and M~h0r. 

The great visibility of a few specific traditions among a number of different 
variants creates many problems for modern academic studies of Advaita Ved~ta 
and its teachers. Mahadevan and Veezhinathan are self-professed followers of the 
K~iici mat.ha. Their 1971 edition of Anan~nandagiri's text is basically a K~c i  
mat.ha publication, but Mahadevan seems to have retained some independence in 
his earlier works. In a historical account of ~afikara and his disciples, Potter 
(1981:17) associates Sure~vara especially with K,~iicipuram, the only sources for 
which are the 1971 Anantanandagir~ya edition and other K~fici publications, in 
a separate introduction to an account of Sure~vara's works, Potter (1981: 420) 
mentions that Sure~vara was given control over all the mathas. 92 All sources 
for this claim can be traced to the K~fici ma!ha's Su.sam& according to which 
Sure~vara was not a paramaha.msa sam. nyasin (highest order of monks); he was 
not qualified for becoming the head of any mat.ha and was therefore asked to 
supervise all of them. While the claim that Sure~vara was not a paramaha.msa 
sa.mnyasin is certainly unique, it is mystifying how this supposed non- 
paramaham, sa status disqualified him for direct charge of any ma.tha while 
simultaneously giving him effective control over all of them. Su.sama also 
insists that Sa~kara appointed one P.rthvidhara at ~ g e r i  and Sarvajfl~tman at 
K~fici, both under the tutelage of Sure~vara. Sarvajfiatman is claimed to have 
become ~afikara's direct disciple, but after ~afikara passed away, Sure~vara was 
supposedly in charge of Sarvajii~itman's education. However, Sure~vara is said to 
have left Sarvajfi~tman at K,~fici and gone to ~.rfigeri (Aiyer and Sastri 1962). 93 
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This leaves unexplained both P.rthvidhara's role at S~geri and Suregvara's role 
at the other three mat.has while effectively conceding the S~geri tradition about 
Suregvara. Although Veezhinathan gives all these stories in his 1972 edition of 
Sarvajfi~tman's Sa.mks.epa Sarfraka, his 1971 AnantanandagirTya edition says 
nothing about P rthvidhara or Sarvajfi~tman and claims Suregvara solely for the 
K~fici mat.ha, assigning Padmap,~da to S~geri. 

Cenkner (1983) talks of the five Vidyapithas at ~ g e r i ,  Dv~rak~, Puri, 
Badrin~th, and K~ftci, but he discusses S~geri  and K~fici more than the other 
three. 94 When he notes that a reconstruction of a critical and definitive history 
embracing all five centers is quite improbable, Cenkner does not seem to realize 
that this is precisely because of the nature of the K~fici ma!ha's claims. One can 
have either what he calls the 'more inclusive' tradition of the K ~ c i  mat.ha or a 
definitive and critical historical reconstruction, but not both. Clearly, the K~c i  
mat.ha has been, and is currently, in direct competition with the ~ g e r i  mat.ha 
for being considered the most important center of the Sankaran tradition in 
southern India. In the process, a number of claims and counterclaims have been 
made that have also changed with time. 95 S~geri  has the benefit of  a recorded 
history that is more than six centuries old and the support of old Dagan~imi 
tradition, while all available evidence indicates that K~fici is a comparatively 
recent institution. Cenkner seems to be highly influenced by the K~iiici ma.tha's 
contemporary image, to the point that a major portion of his work reads like an 
apologetic on its behalf. Although he is aware of  the controversy that has 
surrounded the K~fici mat.ha throughout its known history, he accepts most of 
its claims. This comes at the expense of accuracy in reporting, even with respect 
to events in recent history. For example, he says that the succession in Purl, 
Dv~u~ak~, and ~.rfigeri have all been challenged recently (Cenkner 1983:110).  
He is right about Purl and Dv~rak~, but not about ~ g e r i .  His source for this 
statement is a K~ifici mat.ha publication (Aiyer and Sastri 1962: 188) that talks 
about a succession dispute not at ~ g e r i  but at the Kfi.dali mat.ha. Surely, 
Cenkner has to be aware of the K~fici claim that Kfid.ali is the parent of g~geri,  
as this has been repeated many times by his sources. He seems to be thoroughly 
confused by the complicated nature of the inter-ma.tha rivalries, but much of his 
confusion originates from his uncritical acceptance of all the K~fici ma.tha's 
claims about itself and about others. Another problem is that Cenkner does not 
seem to pay the same attention to the other mat.has as compared to K~itcipuram. 
Thus, he is strangely silent about the ongoing succession controversy at 
Badrin~th and conveys the impression that this seat is undisputed. The political 
connections of  all the rival contenders, and the relationship of one faction with 
Maharsi Mahega Yogi (Transcendental Meditation), have been widely known for 
over four decades now. 
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Pande (1994)discusses the ~;ankaravijaya texts, mat.ha traditions, and related 
literature in some detail. He mentions that only the S~geri records and one 
other text are consistent with internal evidence from Safikara's undisputed 
works. Pande also differs from Antarkar's analysis of the Madhavfya and other 
texts and allows the possibility that the borrowing may be in the opposite 
direction. However, although he says that mat.ha traditions need to be viewed 
critically, his analysis is not very critical at all. He tries to accept all the 
historical claims of the mat.has that are currently well known. Thus, he talks of 
five dmnaya mat.has, whereas the Da~an~mi sources are quite specific about the 
number four. Moreover, he ignores the Kolh~pur Karavirapi.tha and the V~an.~si 
Sumerupi.tha, which have also been candidates for 'fifth mat.ha' status. He 
describes lndra-Sarasvati as an eleventh-name suffix, although the very word 
Da~anaml refers to the ten (da~a) accepted names (nama), Sarasvati being one 
of these ten. Like Antarkar, Pande also accepts the Kafici mat.ha's claim to 
,Anandagiri, the t~kakara, and his guru, Suddh~nanda, in its lineage. Neither of 
these scholars seeks to compare the K~fici list with independent, external sources, 
and both seem to be unaware of the Dv~raka matha's claim to ~uddh~nanda 
and ,Anandagiri. Pande claims to have studied the traditions of all the mat.has, 
but surely the Dv~ak~ tradition deserves an equal consideration, if not more, 
compared to that of K~fici. He also accepts an early twelfth-century date given 
by a K~fici mat.ha follower for a copper-plate inscription from Tamilnadu 
and holds that this is the earliest available independent evidence for any 
~ankarite institution. This date for the inscription is highly problematic, as 
neutral scholars with no stakes in the mat.ha controversies have given dates in 
the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. There is no indication that the mat.ha 
mentioned in it belonged to the Advaita tradition. Moreover, the language of  the 
inscription leads to legitimate questions about the identities of the donor and 
donee of the gift that it records. 96 Pande seems overly anxious to project a 
unified face for all the currently famous mat.has, but this comes at the cost of 
neglecting other traditions such as those of the Dv~uak~ mat.ha. In postulating 
a close connection between ~ g e r i  and K ~ c i  in ~ankara's times, Pande is 
indulging in unnecessary speculation. There has indeed been some connection 
between the two centers, especially over the last two centuries, but this cannot 
be traced to Sankara's own times. 

RELATING HAGIOGRAPHY TO HISTORY 

Studies on ~ankara's hagiography have hitherto concentrated mainly on the 
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mythic paradigms employed in these texts and have not tried to relate the texts 
to the post-Saflkaran Advaita tradition. Lorenzen (1983) sees the ~afikaravijaya 
texts, especially the Madhav~ya, as belonging to a late genre in which Sankara is 
apotheosized into an incarnation of ~iva, following a Vai.sn.ava conception of 
avatara. However, it should be noted that even Sure~vara and Padmap~da 
compare Sankara to Siva in their salutation verses in Nais. karmyasiddhi and 
Paacapadika. An avatara conception is not explicit here, but the notion that 
~aflkara was an incarnation of Siva may have crystallized over a period of time 
and later been amplified into a full-fledged account in the hagiographic texts. 
William Sax (2000) notes the late dates of the important hagiographic texts and 
postulates that Safikara's hagiographies perhaps emulate the historical accounts 
of the pilgrimage journeys of late Vai.s.nava leaders, such as Madhva, Vallabha, 
and Caitanya. On the other hand, by the time these texts were composed, 
'Sankar~u'ya' had already become a title for significant Advaita gurus and for 
heads of Advaita monastic institutions. It was no longer the name of a single 
historical person. It should also be noted that the more scholastic focus on 
Saf~kara as a composer of bha.syas is limited to the core of the monastic 
tradition. In the popular perception, ~afikara's fame has more to do with his 
reputation as a religious leader who harmonized the major Hindu traditions, 
visited various temples, and composed hymns. Indeed, R~jacfi.diman. i Dik.sita's 
Saizkarabhyudaya and Govindan~tha's Keral.~ya ~aizkaravijaya present to us 
only this 'popular' ~afikara. Many of these tours and hymns are probably 
attributable to the later titular ~ankar~c~u'yas. With an increase in the number of 
mat.has, the number of Sankar~c~u'yas and the legends associated with this title 
would have correspondingly increased. Thus, it is very likely that each text 
invests ~aftkara with a different composite personality, with each later author 
drawing upon legends associated with those whom he himself regarded as titular 
Sankar~c~ryas. This would account for the many variant textual accounts of 
~ankara's life. Anant~nandagiri's ~ankara was probably someone who was born 
at Cidambaram, and Govindan~tha's ,~afikar'~c~u'ya must have been someone 
who passed away at Trich0r. The K~fici Sarvajfiapi.tha may be associated with 
Girv~n.endra Sarasvati, whom R~jac0.d~man. i explicitly salutes as a ~afikarf~crmya. 
However, Girv~.nendra's own mat.ha must have been elsewhere, as he is not 
listed in the K~fici matha's lineage. By the same reasoning, one may perhaps 
relate the K[igmira Sarvajfiapi.tha in M~dhava's text to Vidya Tirtha (Vidy~- 
gaf~kara) of S~geri,  whom M~dhava salutes at the beginning of his text. In both 
cases, the geographical locus of a Sarvajfiapi.tha needs to be distinguished from 
that of a mat.ha. 

There are other interesting aspects of these texts that remain to be explored. 
Bruce Lincoln (1989) points out that historical facts are discernible within 
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the generic ahistorical patterns of myth and that one can deduce an author's 
conception of his hagiographic text as a record of history and as a political tool. 
Unlike other Hindu traditions that have strong associations with specific regions 
and communities, the Sankaran tradition is widespread all over India. This 
considerably complicates a comparative study of the ~afikaravijayas. Therefore, I 
propose to place these texts in their historical and political context based on 
what we know about the authors to whom they are traditionally attributed. All 
the currently extant 5~afikaravijaya texts date from relatively late times and most 
are of southern origin. This contrasts significantly with the fact that subcom- 
mentaries were written on Sankara's works from very early times by authors 
from all over the country. The earliest date that can be given to the Madhav~ya, 
based on its traditional attribution, is the fourteenth century, while the 
Anantanandagiriya is an even later text. It is questionable if the text attributed 
to a so-called Citsukha ever existed. The lost ¢Sai~karavijaya of ,~nandagiri, the 
t.fkakara, if it ever existed, would not have been older than the thirteenth 
century. Thus, it seems that a detailed written hagiography of ~afikara is a late 
development within the Advaita monastic tradition, in an early post-Safikaran 
period, Advaitins may have handed down a few oral traditions that would have 
eventually found their way into the written hagiographies. Therefore, the 
common elements preserved in oral Dagan~mi accounts, mat.ha traditions, and 
written texts most likely represent the oldest traditions about ~ankara. Divergent 
accounts can probably be related to various local developments spread over 
several centuries. 

The earliest possible dates of the Madhav[ya and the Anantanandagir~ya take 
us squarely to early Vijayanagara times. A brief discussion of Vijayanagara 
history would, therefore, place the issues raised by these texts and the contem- 
porary mat.has in a critical perspective. Early Vijayanagara inscriptions tell us 
about the Advaita mat.ha at ~ g e r i  and its fourteenth-century ma!hadhipatis 
(heads of monasteries), Bh~'ati Tirtha and Vidy~ran.ya, who were also important 
authors in the post-,~;afikaran Advaita tradition. Along with Vidy~afikara, 
their guru, they were greatly revered by the first dynasty of Vijayanagara, and 
royal honors were extended to them and the succeeding mat.hadhipatis at 
~ g e r i .  Such ritual honors continued to be shown by most Indian princes to the 
~afikar'~c,~uS, as of ~.rfigeri, right up to India's independence (K. Venkataraman 
1959: 4). Thus, all the currently available hagiographic texts were written in a 
period when the S~geri mat.ha was already a famous institution. This explains 
numerous salient features of the matha disputes, such as why S~geri is 
mentioned in every textual description of mat.has, why the other three amnaya 
mat.has endorse ~.rfigeri in spite of other internal differences, and why the K~ci  
matha's conflicting claims are all necessarily directed against ~ g e r i .  97 Perhaps 
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the more intriguing feature of the hagiographic literature is that at least two 
seventeenth-century southern authors, Govindan,~tha and R,~jac0.d~man.i Dik.sita, 
do not mention any mat.has. This may represent an incipient southern schism, 
perhaps due to the decline of Vijayanagara in the late sixteenth century or due to 
the birth of a K~fici Sarvajfiapi.tha tradition in the south. Cidvilasa mentions 
all four amnaya mat.has, together with the K~fici Sarvajfiapi.tha tradition, but 
Govindan~tha conflates the latter with the older K~mira Sarvajfiapi.tha tradition. 
These texts are probably results of attempts to bridge older traditions with a 
newly divergent, and possibly schismatic, tradition in the south. 

This reconstruction of history is quite tentative, but it brings us back to Paul 
Hacker's suggestion that it was Vidy~ran.ya, not Sa/~kara, who established the 
~.rhgeri mat.ha. Hacker thinks that the tradition of four amnaya mat.has was an 
intentional act of cultural policy ('einer Art bewiiflter Hindu-Kulturpolitik') to 
counteract Muslim influence in southern india. 98 This argument is based upon 
the important role played by Vidy~ran.ya in the early Vijayanagara kingdom and 
an unquestioned attribution of the Madhav~ya to Vidy~ran.ya. If one were to 
doubt this authorship, one must also raise doubts about Vidy~'a0ya's responsi- 
bility for such a tradition. Even so, as this Sai~karavijaya does not mention the 
number four, Hacker's argument has very little textual evidence for it. As for 
other Vijayanagara records, Hermann Kulke (1985: 133-36), following Hacker's 
lead, points out that the earliest inscription that explicitly mentions a mat.ha 
at ~ g e r i  dates from 1356. He describes another authentic inscription that 
mentions a vijayotsava (festival celebrating victory) held at ~ g e r i  in 1346 and 
acknowledges that Vidy~ran.ya's predecessors, Vidy~ahkara and Bh~rati Tirtha, 
were already at the place then. Because of the sparse reference to ~ahkara in these 
early inscriptions, he concludes that the ~ g e d  tradition of the fourteenth 
century had really nothing to do with ~ahkara himself. Kulke modifies Hacker's 
comments slightly to credit Vidy~ahkara, rather than Vidyara0.ya, with the 
establishment of the ~.rhgeri mat.ha and the four amnaya mat.ha tradition. He 
proposes that the ' ,~ger i  "~ahkara tradition" provided a further legitimation to 
Vijayanagara's claim to be the center of the new orthodoxy' (Kulke 1985: 141). 

There are several important considerations that are overlooked by the proposal 
that the amndya mat.ha tradition was born only in the fourteenth century. For 
example, Vidy~'an.ya is credited with having established the Vir0p/lk.sa mat.ha 
at Hampi that continues with its own independent lineage. The proposals of 
Hacker and Kulke would make both ~rhgeri and Virfip~ks.a mat.has roughly 
equal in age. A mat.ha at the capital would have been even more useful to the 
new royalty than the one at ~.rflgeri. it is only oral tradition that takes the 
history of ~ g e r i  back to Saf~kara's own times, but the fact that early Vijaya- 
nagara inscriptions regard ~ g e r i  as the primary center of the tradition indicates 
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that this mat.ha had probably been functioning from earlier times. Second, a 
seal of Vidya~aflkara, dated to 1235 CE, has been found near S~geri.  Antonio 
Rigopouios (1998: 236-37) reports that this inscription salutes Gau.dapS.da, 
Govinda, and Datt~treya and carries the impression of a hoar. ~9 Thus, more 
than a century before Vijayanagara was born, Vidya~aflkara must have already 
been a person of sufficiently advanced age and leadership status in order to 
have required a seal in his name. This calls for careful reevaluation of the 
Vijayanagara inscriptions about Vidya~ankara, Vidy~an.ya, and the ~ g e r i  
ma.tha. Third, a vast amount of literary evidence is available to us from the 
works of Bharati Tirtha and Vidyaran.ya, namely, Adhikaran. a Ramarn~l~, 
Vivaran. aprameya Sa~graha, JTvanmukti Viveka, Pa~cadagL and subcommen- 
taries on Sankara's Upani.sad bhd.syas. These texts constitute sufficient evidence 
for accepting that these two authors and the institution they headed were indeed 
affiliated to Sankaran Advaita Vedanta. 

It should also be remembered that ,Ananda Tirtha (Madhv,~c~rya) began as a 
Da~an,~mi monk, in charge of a mat.ha at U.dupi, before breaking away to form 
the Dvaita Vedanta tradition. His hagiographers mention debates with 'Saflkara' 
at ~ g e r i  (Aiyangar nd: 233-36). This is perhaps only a reference to Vidya- 
~ankara. The ekada.n(][ samny~sins of the Dvaita tradition continue to use 
Da~anami suffixes, particularly Tirtha, but they are not nowadays counted as 
Da~anamis. As a matter of fact, the origin and growth of Dvaita Vedanta 
represents a major schism within the Da~anami monastic tradition as it existed 
in the thirteenth century. Thus, conflicts internal to the monastic tradition musl 
have already created a need for Da~anami-Kulturpolitik, much before the need 
for Hindu-Kulturpolitik, in Vijayanagara times. The affiliation of the Advaitin 
monks to four representative ma.thas in the four regions of the country may have 
been a response that aimed to consolidate the samny~sa tradition of Advaita. 
The lack of early Vijayanagara inscriptions with ~a~kara's name may, indeed, 
point to the opposite conclusion, that is, that the mat.ha tradition predates the 
birth of the Vijayanagara kingdom. After all, any new mat.ha merely pretending 
to have been established by ~a~kara would have itself needed some legitimiza- 
tion. If a new mat.ha tradition was established purely to legitimate the new 
royalty, there would have been significant motivation, and more than ample 
opportunity, to get precisely such records prepared as to create the requisite 
pretense of  antiquity. The absence of such records may indicate merely that a 
preexisting Advaita institution at ~.mgeri lent its support to the new rulers and 
did not have to invoke ~ankara's name in its Vijayanagara-era records. 

Finally, one need not assume that a mat.ha was anything more than a school 
associated with significant Advaita teachers, especially in early times. Tradition 
remembers four principal disciples of Sankara, although only two of them, 
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Sure~vara and Padmapada, have significantly influenced philosophical develop- 
ments in post-Saflkaran Vedanta. Even if Saflkara did not deliberately set out to 
establish mat.has, it is likely that such institutions developed in the places 
associated with these four disciples and their disciples in turn, thus coming to 
be known as the principal centers of the ~ankaran tradition. If Saflkara's works 
attracted a long line of subcommentaries between the ninth and fourteenth 
centuries, this could not have been possible without traditional schools where 
~ankara's commentaries were studied. Indeed, Sankara himself must have 
inherited an ancient tradition of Brahma,nicai sa.mnyasa, the scholastic output of 
which was primarily concerned with Upani.sadic exegesis. This tradition was 
perhaps earlier affiliated with the school of Bhedabheda Vedanta, later eclipsed 
by the rise of Advaita Vedanta. In post-Sankaran times, the same monastic 
tradition gave birth to the school of Dvaita Vedanta. This tradition of monas- 
ticism needs to be correlated with the central importance given to renunciation 
in ~ankara's thought. The relative absence of evidence for mat.has in pre- 
Vijayanagara times, in the form of inscriptions or other records, may be due to 
a number of valid reasons and need not be construed as evidence for the total 
absence of mat.has in earlier times. 

Mat.has may have come into being gradually, or the earliest ones may have 
been established as late as the fourteenth century, or the amn~ya mat.ha tradition 
may be an even later development within the tradition. Whatever role one may 
assign to different historical personalities in the development of the amnaya 
mathas, the evidence points overwhelmingly to the conclusion that the ~ g e r i  
ma.tha's traditional and historical primacy is undeniable. This places the K~cI  
malha's claims in a particularly problematic position and also has direct 
implications for any discussion of the ~ankaravijayas. The attribution of the 
Mddhav~ya to Vidy~ran.ya may be doubted, but neither the K~ifici mat.ha's 
arguments nor Antarkar's discussions of this text have proved that it dates 
from a very late period. Indeed, the K~ifici malha's claims about ~rihars.a's 
Nai.sadh~yacarita, Anan~nandagiri's Sai~karavijaya, the unavailable Marka.n(l. eya 
Samhit& and the verses not found in the VyasacalTya, Keral.fya, and Madhav~ya 
Sahkaravijayas reveal a curiously deliberate pattern of textual manipulation. 
Ignoring the problems associated with these texts has seriously misled Antarkar 
in his analysis of the Madhav~ya. Thus, he essentially authenticates the K~c i  
mat.ha's claims that this is a recent text, written in order to favor the ~ g e r i  
mat.ha. However, notwithstanding the ~.rflgeri mat ha's Dak.sin. amnaya status, the 
highly diffuse nature of the monastic leadership ensures that this mat.ha could 
not have forced other independent institutions to accept unequivocally one of its 
late texts. When the documented history of the ~ g e r i  mat.ha is taken into 
account, it seems exceedingly naive to think that its followers waited until the 
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eighteenth or nineteenth century before producing their own original hagiogra- 
phies. 

The fact that many variant traditions are recorded in the Saflkaravijayas, 
without having resulted in much serious controversy in the past, shows that 
if the claims of a text are reasonable enough, or if they seek to alter the pre- 
existing tradition only marginally, they generate little controversy. Tensions 
arise only when systematic manipulations of texts are made and propagated 
with great intensity. This is exemplified by the K,~fici mat.ha and its claims 
about the Nais. adh~yacarita, Vyfis~cal~ya, Keral.~ya, and Anantanandagir[ya. 
Veezhinathan has clearly designed his 1971 edition of the last text as a political 
tool to deliberately challenge the preexisting authority of S.rfigeri within the 
Advaita Vedanta tradition. The only mitigating factor is that he retains its 
statement that ~;aftkara stayed at ~ g e r i  for twelve years. The Calcutta editions 
of this text place Sure~vara at ~ g e r i ,  not at K,~fici, and do not acknowledge 
any of the other unique claims about the lndra-Sarasvati name, the yogalii~ga, 
and the fifth mahavakya. The last is a highly problematic issue, representing a 
clear departure from mainstream Da,~an~mi tradition. If Anant~nandagiri's text is 
to be seen as representative of the K~fici tradition (Lorenzen 1987: 64), this is 
largely the contribution of Mahadevan and Veezhinathan from Madras, building 
upon earlier efforts from Kumbhakonam and Kfificipuram. This should be 
viewed in the context of the relatively young age of the K~fici mat.ha. An older 
institution either defines the tradition or it has otherwise already been well 
recognized within the tradition, its conception of history and its political uses 
of  hagiography belong to a more remote period in time. A newer institution 
probably feels a need for substantially rewriting this older hagiography, if it is 
to define its own unique place within the tradition. Part of this process involves 
rejection of some well-accepted texts (Madhav~ya), along with deliberate 
modifications of and interpolations into other texts (Anantanandagirfya and 
Nais.adh~yacarita). A natural confusion arising from the similarity of the names 
,~nandagiri and Anant~nandagiri is utilized effectively. Different strategies are 
adopted with respect to other obscure texts. Thus, specific verses are attributed 
to Keral.rya and Vyasacal~ya that are not found in any of the available manu- 
scripts. Extensive quotations are made from a Marka.n(l. eya Sa.mhita, a B rhat 
~aizkaravijaya attributed to Citsukha, a Practna text attributed to MQkakavi, 
and a ~ai~karendra Vilasa, none of which is attested in any other source and the 
manuscripts of which have always been a little too conveniently 'missing.' 

This discussion should show the reader that Saflkara's hagiographies are 
living texts, taking different forms and serving different uses at different times. 
It is important to note that the contemporary presence of a mat.ha at a particular 
place is not correlated with other older traditions about that place. Nor does 
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a textual reference to some place lend legitimacy to all the claims of a mat.ha 
that is currently based there. Not all traditions are reported in the same texts, 
so that the hagiographies and the traditions of individual mat.has have to be 
studied against the larger background of  recorded history and other available oral 
accounts. Each text can be discussed on its own merits, but none of these texts 
can be legitimately viewed completely in isolation from the others. Independent 
historical evidence should be given its due importance. 

In conclusion, a personal note would perhaps be appropriate. ~ankara's 
hagiography is a fascinating topic that requires more serious analysis than it 
has hitherto received. In relating the hagiographic texts to the contemporary 
monastic institutions, I have had to severely criticize a few scholars for having 
treated their work as a tool for advancing the limited interests of  one particular 
mat.ha. | have also pointed out where an undue reliance on these few scholars 
has misled many others. Hx~ In turn, some readers may suspect that I am 
interested only in advancing the interests of a different mat.ha. However, I have 
tried to be as evenly critical and impartial as possible in discussing the known 
history of these institutions. 1 trust that this paper will be read in this light and 
not be dismissed as yet another exercise in inter-ma.tha politics. My study 
attempts to combine my own inherited native tradition with a critical scholarly 
perspective, it is for an impartial reader to judge how far I have succeeded in this 
endeavor. 

Notes 

I. This paper concentrates primarily on the Sanskrit hagiographic texts, 
taking into account secondary literature in various Indic languages, English, 
and German. All translations in this paper are mine. All Sanskrit quotations 
are rendered with split sandhi. I would like to thank Ashok Aklujkar, Patrick 
Olivelle, Dana Sawyer, and Frederick Smith for reading earlier drafts and 
sharing their valuable comments. 

2. Mayeda (1992: 3-7) and Potter (1981: 3-18) review the internal evidence 
in ~ankara's works that leads to the early eighth-century date. Raja (1960) 
defends a later date in the eighth century. The 788 CE date is given in a 
chronogram found in a Deccan manuscript quoted by Pathak (I 882). Nilaka.n.tha 
from Kerala gives the same date in his Sai~kardbhyudaya (Antarkar 1992b). It 
needs to be emphasized that 788-820 CE is also a sufficiently traditional date. 
The widespread contemporary impression is that the only 'traditional' date for 
Saflkara is the fifth century BCE (King 1999: 129). 

3. Cinmay~nanda (1978), Mayeda (1992), Potter (1981), Radhakrishnan 
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(1989), and ~iv~nanda (1993) rely on the Madhav~ya and accept its traditional 
attribution to Vidy~ran.ya. Mayeda (1992: 7) gives a detailed list of editions of 
M[idhava's text. 

4. The word amn~va generally refers to received tradition, preeminently the 
Vedas, but the amnaya mat.has are usually named for the four directions. Thus, 
Puri is PDrvamn~ya, ~ g e r i  is Dak.si.namn~ya, Dv~rak~ is Pa~cim~mn,~ya, and 
Badrin~th is Uttar~mn~ya. In some texts, the Dv~rak~ mat.ha is called SSxad~- 
pi.tha instead of K~lik~pit.ha. I use the amnaya terminology because counting in 
sets of four is a noteworthy feature of the tradition of Advaita Vedanta. 

5. Usually, Aran.ya and Vana orders are associated with the Puri mat.ha; 
Bh~rati, Puri, and Sarasvati with S~geri; ~,~rama and Tirtha with Dv~ak~; and 
Giri, Parvata, and S,~gara with Badrin~th (Dazey 1987; Encyclopedia Britannica 
1990, 3: 895, 10: 418-19; Ghurye 1953; Giri 1976; Radhakrishnan 1989, 2: 
448; Sarkar 1946). 

6. There is also an Agni akhad, a, consisting of brahmacar~ (student) novice 
members. 

7. Bh~rati K~n.a Tirtha, who was originally a student at ~ g e r i ,  became a 
monk at the Dv~'ak,~ mat.ha, succeeded to this seat in 1921, and moved to the 
Puri mat.ha in 1925. In 1945, he installed Abhinava Saccid~nanda Tirtha at 
Dv~rak~, thereby putting an old succession dispute to rest. His own passing in 
1960 created a succession problem at Puff, which was resolved when Nirafijana- 
deva Tirtha was installed in 1964. Meanwhile, Badrin~th matha, also known as 
the Jyotirma.tha or Jo.sima.tha, had been revived in 1941, after a hiatus of more 
than a century, with the support of the heads of the other three amnaya mat.has. 
The lineage of Brahm~inanda, who was appointed as Saf~kar~c~wya of Badrin~th, 
is traced to ~ g e r i ,  probably based on the affiliation of the Sarasvati orders 
with this mat.ha. Brahm~nanda Sarasvati's demise in 1953 resulted in a new 
succession dispute that still awaits resolution (for details, see http://www. 
ucl.ac.uk/~ucgadkw/position/shank-jyot.html). A 1979 meeting of the heads of 
all four mat.has is usually described as a historic first. There does not seem to be 
a history of sustained relations among these ma.thas before the twentieth century 
(Aiyar nd: 71-73). in 1982, after Abhinava Saccid,~nanda Tirtha of Dv~'ak,~ 
passed away, Abhinava Vidy~ Tirtha of ~ g e r i  installed Svanap~inanda Sarasvati 
of Badrin~th at Dv~rak~. Svanap~inanda is officially the head of both these 
amnaya mat.has now, but the Badrin~th title is under dispute. 

8. The R~mak~n.a Mat.ha monks implicitly trace their lineage to ~ g e r i ,  
through To.t~ Purl  

9. R,~ma (1989: 197, 478) makes a similar claim tbr Karavirapi.tha at Kolh~pur 
in Maharashtra: that Sar~kara established that marha for himself and passed away 
nearby. In both cases, the suggestion is that the four amnaya mat.has were only 
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meant for Sankara's four disciples, while the matha supposedly established 
by Sankara for himself, during his last days, is a superior institution. The 
Karavirapi.tha used to be reasonably famous in the early twentieth century but is 
no longer widely known today. The Sumerupi.tha at V~ran.~si currently suffers 
from a succession dispute (Sawyer 1993: 163). The K~fici mat.ha's succession 
has been relatively free of such internal disputes, which has contributed 
significantly to its contemporary success. 

10. The Sarvajfiapi.tha is usually identified with a S~adapi.tha in K~mira. 
AI-Birfini's (1971: 92)description of India mentions this site as a major center 
of Hindu scholarship. R~m~nuja, the teacher of Vi~is.t.~dvaita, is also said to 
have traveled to this center in Kfi~mira (R~mak~.n~nanda 1959: 189-91). As 
R~m~nuja was himself a native of K~ficipuram, the K~fici ma.tha's denial of the 
K[i~mira Sarvajfiapi.tha tradition stands out significantly. 

11. S~geri is near the source of the Tung~ River. Girl (1976: 17) lists K0d.ali 
mat.ha, situated at the confluence of the Tung~ and Bhadr~ rivers, as subordinate 
to the ~.rfigeri mat.ha. 

12. This is based on Sus.am& which claims malamnaya status for K~ci  
(Pande 1994: 358). 

13. See Aiyar and Venkataraman (1977); Anonymous (1965); interview with 
Ni~cal~nanda Sarasvati of Pua by Mohanty (1997); Sharma (1987); and public 
statements from Puri and Dvarak~ mat.has reported by Sunil (1987). 

14. Standard manuals like K. Upadhyaya's Dharmasindhu (1986) list only 
the ten names and say nothing about a separate lndra-Sarasvati suffix. In fairness 
to the K~fici mat.ha, an argument subordinating it to S.rfigeri on the basis of the 
Sarasvati suffix should be tempered by noting the largely nominal nature of this 
affiliation. However, the K~fici claim to unique usage of lndra-Sarasvati is 
contradicted by the presence of numerous monks who use this variant name but 
have no connection to this mat.ha, for example, Saccid,~nandendra Sarasvati of 
Holenarsipur. 

15. Aiyar and Venkataraman (! 977:214-18) quote a number of old texts that 
indicate that as of 1896, there had been four or five heads of the Kumbhakon.am 
mat.ha since its inception. Aiyar (nd: 71-73) holds that the Kumbhakon.am 
mat.ha is a schismatic branch of ~ g e r i .  Encyclopedia Britannica (1990, 21: 
158) mentions a mat.ha only at Kumbhakon.am, not at K~ficipuram. Mutaliyar's 
(1981: 1604)Tamil encyclopedia, an independent compilation of Tamil language 
materials, has an entry titled Cai~karaccariyar mat.am: 

Aticai2karar,..nan_ku mat.aizkai, tapittan_ar, ivaikal.ul, cira_ntatu Ciruhkakiriyam. 
Ac Ciruilkakiriyin_ kil.ai mat.am Virapak.samam. Vittiyaran.ya cuvamika! 
kalattil Puspakiri mat.am un. t.ayi_r_re_npar. Pi_nn_irintavarkal.al Kumpakon. am, 
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AmanL Civakaizkai, Kakarla mat.ai~kal, un.t.ayina. 

,~di Safikara...established four mat.has. Of these, the chief is said to be at 
S~geri. Vir0p,~k.sa is a branch mat.ha of S.rflgeri. It is said that Pu.spagiri 
mat.ha came into being during the time of VidySxan.ya svamin. Kumbha- 
kon.am, Amani, Sivagang,% and K~tkarla mat.has were established by those 
who came later. 

~ g e r i  sources emphasize this Kumbhakon. am origin of the K~fici mat.ha, which 
is downplayed in K,~fici sources. 

16. It must he noted that there was significant local opposition to the rights 
of the Kumbhakon.am mat.ha over the K,~fici K~m[ik.si temple. Sharma (1987: 
74-78) quotes petitions from the temple priests to British administrators in 
Madras, complaining that the British government had violated their ancient 
rights by handing over the temple to the Kumbhako.nam ~ankaracarya, who was 
a stranger to K~fici. Mines and Gourishankar (1990: 775-76) note that the head 
of the ma.tha gained full administrative control of the K~m~k.si temple only in 
1863. They also report two lawsuits brought by the priests of the Tafij~vfir 
Bangfiru K~mSk.si temple against the K~fici mat.ha in the twentieth century. The 
K~fici mat.ha claims absolute rights over both these temples but acknowledges 
that throughout the nineteenth century, the headquarters of the mat.ha were based 
only in Kumbhakon.am (Mahadevan 1983: I-5). For a case study of British 
colonial involvement in temple administration in southern India, see Appadurai 
(1981). On the standard theme of describing a previous nonexistence as a 
'temporary absence,' see Kulke's (1969) study of the Cidambaram N .atarija 
temple priests. 

17. The grTcakra consecrated at K[ificipuram is mentioned in the traditional 
ndmavalf (list of names) on ~ankara (ka~cyam. gr[cakrarajakhya yantrasthdpana 
d[k.sitah. [the teacher who consecrated a gr~cakra at K,~fici]). The sthan[ka (temple 
manager/administrator) of the Kliftcipuram Kim~tk.si temple (Kamakoti Sastri 
1981:14-15) also equates the K,~mako.tipi.tha with a gr[cakra, not the mat.ha. 
This distinction between a mat.ha and a goddess pft.ha needs independent study. 

18. It is generally assumed that the K,~ftci versus S~ged rivalry is many 
centuries old (Sax 2000: 55). However, it cannot be older than the attested age 
of a mat.ha at Kumbhakon.am (note 15 above). The oldest documented dispute 
between these mat.has dates to 1845 and relates to their claims over the tat.aizka- 
pratis, t.h~ ceremony (consecration of earrings) at the Akhilan.d.e~vari temple in 
Trichy. 

19. Aiyer and Sastri (1962) give the text of the so-called Sudhanvan grant in 
modern Devan~gari script. The original script of this record and the process of 
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its decipherment are unknown. The Puri list has more than one hundred and 
forty names, but Dv~rak~ lists about seventy names. The K~fici list is as long as 
that of Dv~ak~. Candra~kharendra Sarasvati (1983) upholds a fifth-century 
BCE date for Safikara and rejects much of standard Indian history, beginning 
with the identification of Megasthenes' Sandrocottus with Candragupta of the 

Maurya dynasty. 
20. The ~ g e r i  list has thirty-six names, and its tradition gives ~a~tkara's 

date as the fourteenth year of Vikram~ditya. If this were to be interpreted as 
fourteen Vikrama era, we would get a first-century date, but it has been 
suggested that the actual reference may be to a seventh- or eighth-century 
C~iukya king of the same name. Tapasy~nanda (1980: xii-xiii) quotes a letter 
from the ~.rfigeri mat.ha that leaves the date and identity of this Vikramaditya 
open to historical analysis and interpretation. 

21. The Datta sampradava in Maharashtra regards one Nrsi.mha Sarasvati 
(fifteenth century) as an incarnation of Datt~treya. The twelfth chapter of ,~r~ 
Gurucaritra (1975), a hagiography of Nrsi .mha written by Gang~dhara Sarasvati, 
gives the same set of names between ,~ankara and Vidy~ra.nya as in the ~.rfigeri 
list, although in a slightly different order. The lineage diverges thereafter, 
starting with the name of one Malayananda who is not on the ~ g e r i  list. This 
indicates that ~;~geri's traditional pre-Vidyfua0.ya lineage must have been 
determined at least as early as the fifteenth century. N.rsi .mha was a Da~an~mi 
sa.mnyasin and seems to have been connected to the Advaita Vedanta tradition of 
,~ge r i  (Rigopoulos 1998: 237), 

22. Hacker is silent about the Kafici mat.ha and only mentions the four 
amnaya ma.thas in a general fashion. ~;.nigeri accounts acknowledge that the 
fourteenth century marked a turning point in the mat.ha's history, when 
Vidy~ra0ya's leadership transformed a forest hermitage into an influential insti- 
tution with intimate connections to Vijayanagara (K. Venkataraman 1959). 

23. Ghurye (1953) and Sarkar (1946) do not mention the K~fici mat.ha at all. 
Giri (1976: 15-17) says that the K~fici mat.ha's origin is controversial and that 
the four amnaya mathas form the historical nucleus of all Da~an~mi orders. 
Giri's list of roughly fifty additional mat.has in Da~an~mi akhad.a records 
includes a 'Kumbhon. ' mat.ha (Kumbhakon. am?), but not K~ficipuram. 

24. Due to the current rivalry between K~fici and ~ g e r i  mat.has, this might 
seem rather partial towards ~ g e r i .  However, as noticed by Dazey (1987) in a 
critical discussion of the Advaita tradition, it is impossible not to characterize 
the K~fici mat.ha's claims as being highly exaggerated. K~fici can legitimately 
claim a longer history than the newly revived Badrin~th mat.ha. However, it 
should also be noted that the very impetus given to revive the Badrin~th mat.ha 
came from the memory of its old status as the Uttar~mn~ya institution. 
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Numerous other extinct mat.has have not been revived. 
25. Pande (1994) also failed to locate manuscripts of both works. He mentions 

another B.rhat Sahkaravijaya, by one Brahm,~nanda Sarasvati, which probably 
dates to the seventeenth or eighteenth century. 

26. Su.sama attributes four verses to Vyasacalgya and six verses to Keraliya 
that are not found in the corresponding manuscripts and that also contradict 
other details in these works. Aiyar and Venkataraman (1977: 68-70) give a more 
detailed list of misquotations, attributions to unknown authors, and 'quotations' 
of verses not found in any of the cited sources. 

27. Tapasy~nanda (1983: ix-xv) characterizes Narayana Sastri's claims about 
manuscripts of Citsukha's ¢Sankaravijaya as being highly unreliable. Antarkar 
(1960:114) identifies Citsukha as the thirteenth-century author of the Tattva- 
prad[pika (also called CitsukhT) and a disciple of Jfi~nottama. 

28. Madhavfya (1.1) reads (B. Upadhyaya 1967: 1): 

pran. amya paramatmana .m grfvidyat~rtha-rapin, am. 
pracina gai~karajaye sarah, sai~g.rhyate sphut.am. 

Saluting the highest Self in the form of ~ri Vidy~ Tirtha, the essence of the 
ancient Sankarajaya is now set forth. 

Acyutar~ya (Antarkar 1960: ! 18-19) comments: 

prac~na iti--ye hi satrabh~syadi t.ikdkarah, guddhdnanda-bhagavatpajyapada- 
~i.syah. bhagavad-anandajhanakhyah, anandagiritvena prasiddhah, tad-racitah. 
yah. prak.rta granthah, prac~nah, cirantanah, gai2karavijayah, tatra...evam api 
prac~nagaitkaravijayasya eva. 

'Ancient'--this is the old text that was composed by the author of subcom- 
mentaries on the various commentaries, namely Bhagav~n Anandajii,~na, also 
known as ,~nandagiri, who was the disciple of ~;uddh~nanda Bhagavatp0jya- 
p~da--this is also only [a summary] of the Pracgna ~ai~karavijaya. 

29. 'anandagiri-viracite b.rhacchankaravijaye yatha" (As in the B.rhat 
~aizkaravijaya, composed by ,~,nandagiri)---Acyutaraya on Madhav[ya 15.3, 
followed by fifty-eight verses (Antarkar 1960:118). 

30. ' brhacchai~karavijaya eva gr~mad-anandaj~anakhya-anandagiri-viracite' 
(In the B.rhat Sai~karavijaya, composed by ,~nandagiri, also called ,~nandajfiana) 
mAcyutaraya on Madhav~ya 16.103, followed by a quotation found in 
~ivarahasya (Antarkar 1960:118; Veezhinathan 197 i : iii). 
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31. Rama Sastri (1976: 29, 59) says that the K~fici mat ha's Su.sama quotes 
from a Pracfna Saitkaravijaya of Mfkakavi. However, he also refers to 
Acyutar~ya's commentary on Madhav~ya 1.1 and insists that M~dhava refers to 
,~nandagiri's Prdc~na Saitkaravijaya. He seems to postulate two different texts 
of the same name, written by two different authors. Interestingly, manuscripts of 
this Prac~na Sai~karavijaya of M0kakavi are also 'missing.' 

32. Bumell (1880: 96), Mayeda (1992: 7), and Wilson (1977: 14) give this 
author's name as ,~nandagiri. Both the nineteenth-century printed editions of 
this text from Calcutta are attributed to Anandagiri, but chapter colophons 
consistently refer only to Anant~nandagiri (Antarkar 1961: 74). The two old 
Calcutta editions are: J. V. Bhattacharya (1881) and Tarkapanchnana and 
Goswami (1982). 

33. 'anantanandagiri.h aham apratihata-~i.syah, bhagavatah, mama parama- 
guroh, avatara-katham...' (I, Anant~nandagiri, a direct disciple of the Bhagav,~n 
[now relate] the story of the incarnation of my supreme teacher...)----chapter one. 
The text repeatedly lists Anantfinandagiri among Sankara's disciples. 

34. The long quotation in chapter 11 begins, 

avic~ryam, vicaryam, va brahmadhyasanirfipa.~t. 
asandeha-aphalatv~bhya.m na vicaram tad arhati. 

Whether investigated into or not, the superimposition on Brahman is not 
founded; being pointless and also beyond doubt, it does not really merit any 
investigation, 

and ends, "tad upasanayah, phalam apy uktam eva bha.sye' (The fruit of that 
worship is also mentioned in the commentary itself). Chapter 47 even gives the 
name: 

ata 6ha adhikara.na-ratnam~lay~.mm 
pariplavartham akhyanam ki.m vd vidy~stutih, stuteh. . 
jydyah, anus. thanagesatvam, tena pdriplavarthatah. 

Thus it is said in the Adhikaran.a Ratnamala--this description is meant either 
for pariplava [the cycle of legends related during the agvamedha sacrifice] or 
for the purpose of extolling knowledge; the full performance of the ritual 
being better than mere praise, it is for the purpose ofpariplava, 

and continues with an explanation, which is attributed to ~ankara himself. 
35. In both chapters, the quotations from the Adhikaran.a Ratnamala are 
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crucial for the philosophical arguments being made. There is no evidence to 
think that these are late additions to an earlier text that may have originated 
from a pre-fourteenth-century period. 

36. Thus, Cenkner (1983: 108) erroneously attributes this text to the t.Tkakara, 
whom he also wrongly assumes to have been ~ankara's direct disciple, and 
then concludes that this text is the most ancient and authentic one! it bears 
reiteration that (i) ,~nandagiri, the t.Tkakara, was a disciple of Suddh~nanda, not 
of ,~ankara; (ii) Anant~nandagiri should not be identified with the t.~kakara; and 
(iii) Anan~nandagiri was not a direct disciple of Sankara. 

37. Burnell (1880: 96) refers to a printed edition from Madras. Aiyar and 
Venkataraman (1977: 125) say that this edition was prepared by ~ivar~ma~gtstri 
and S u b b ~ s t r i  of Madras, printed at a Sarasvati Vil~sa Press and published in 
! 867 by one Venka.tasubb~stri. 

38. The commentary to ~ g e r i ' s  Guruva(ngakavya mentions a hagiographic 
text written by ,~nandagiri, the t.Tkakara. Antarkar takes this as a retbrence to the 
Anantanandagirfya and remarks: 'This kavya is undoubtedly a S~geri  mutt 
work and I leave it to scholars to draw their own conclusions in the matter' 
(1961: 77). This overlooks his own arguments about the lost text of the t.~kakara 
(Antarkar 1960) and against identifying that work with the Anantanandagirtya 
(1961) and ignores the similar distinction consistently made by ~ g e r i  

followers. 
39. This may be seen as possible textual evidence for the tradition that 

Sankara systematized the notion of .san. mata (six faiths). However, the inclusion 
of the K~p~lika tradition, instead of  Kaum~ra, is quite surprising, as the 
K~ip~likas are routinely depicted in a negative light in classical accounts. 

40. mah[pOrvabhagam, lak.sman, acaryah, kila digvijaya.m k.rtv~ ka.~cid 
brahma.nad[n chidra-ardhva-pu.n(l, ra-dhara.na-gai~kha-cakraizka-bhasura-bhu- 
jayugalan k.rtva...paramagurucara.nam, natva tadanuj~avagat matavij.rm- 
bhan.ahetuka.m bha~yadigranthacayam akarot, hastamalakas tu bhamadhyat 
pagcima khan.d.a digvijayam, k.rtva pa~camudrankita virajitan bhagavad 
a.slak.sara mantra japasaktan ka.mgcid brahma.~d[n k.rtva rajatap[t.hasthale.su 
k.r.sn, adi prati.st.ha.m k.rtva...punah, paramaguru.m prapa. 

The teacher Lak.sman.a, having conquered the eastern part of the earth, made 
some Brahma.nas wear the vertical mark on their foreheads and the marks of 
the conch and discus on their shoulders .... returned to the great teacher 
[~ankara], and, under his command, wrote commentaries and other texts in 
order to expound his doctrine. Hast~malaka went to the West, made some 
Bffdaman. as wear the five marks, taught them the eight-syllabled mantra of the 
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Lord, consecrated K~n.a and other deities at Rajatapi.tha [U.dupi] and other 
places .... and returned to the great teacher [~afikara] (Veezhinathan 1971:188). 

41. There is a Madhva tradition that Hast~malaka consecrated a Kr.s.na idol at 
U.dupi (Govindachar 1995: 32) that may have found its way into this text. It 
should be noted that the Madhva tradition has also produced many texts that 
may be called anti-hagiographies of Safikara. This gains significance for the 
rejection of Anant~nandagirtya by the S~geri matha. 

42. Antarkar remarks: 'It is again the other works, particularly that of 
M~dhava and those that follow him [works of Sad,~nanda and Nilakan.tha] that 
are guilty of the most glaring anachronisms. No such anachronism is found in 
Anant~'s work' (1961: 79). 

43. Antarkar's (1992b, 1996) recent papers reveal his reasons for placing 
greater belief in K,~fici sources. He thinks that the original ~afikara lived in the 
fifth century BCE and that it was a different ~;ankara who lived in the eighth 
century CE. In support, he cites a text named Sankarendra Vil~sa, manuscripts 
of which are also 'missing' but quoted in the K,~fici ma!ha's Su.sama. 

44. Intriguingly, Weber ( 1967: 300, 317-18) also mentions a mat.ha at ~anke- 
~vara that is historically related to the Karavirapi.tha but seems quite unaware of 
all other mat.has, including Dv~trak~ Puri, and Badrinath. His identification of 
Madhva, the teacher of Dvaita Vedanta, with M~dhava-Vidy~'a0ya of S.rfigeri, 
reveals another confusion based on mere similarity of names. 

45. An assumption that the Kumbhakon.am matha and the K~fici mat.ha are 
separate institutions is also clearly seen in Fuller's (1984: 193) recent study of 
the Madurai Min~lksi temple priests. 

46. Ayodhy,~, Mathuri, M,~y~ (Haridv~r), K~I,  K~iiici, Avantik,~ (Ujjain), and 
Dv~raka are the most commonly listed seven mok.sapurfs in the Pur~n.as. 

47. Devasenapati's (1975) and many other Kafici mat.ha publications include 
the same pictures. These authors draw particular attention to the fact that a 
number of these ekadan.d.~ sam. nyasin sculptures are seen in Vai.sn.ava temples, 
currently managed by ~rivais.nava tridan.d.t sam. nyasins. However, they do not 
consider the possibility that these sculptures may represent not ~afikara but 
Madhvacfu'ya of Dvaita Vedanta, which is a Vai.sn.ava tradition of ekada.n(l.t 
sa.mnyasa. Moreover, the mere presence of such sculptures in temples belonging 
to other traditions is no proof for the claim that the K~fici matha was 
established by Safikara himself. 

48. This equation of Anantanandagiri's text with ,~nandagiri's PractnalB.rhat 
text leads me to conclude that the K~fici mat.ha possesses no manuscripts of any 
other texts known by these names. 

49. Veezhinathan's footnote says, "iti sarvasu mat.rkasu' (in all manuscripts). 
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The 1971 edition lists manuscripts obtained from the Government Oriental 
Manuscripts Library, Madras, where P. P. Subrahmanya Sastri and S. Kuppu- 
swami Sastri were once curators. Note that Subrahmanya Sastri's foreword to 
Kuppuswami Sastri's (1982: ix)edition of Ma.n.dana Mi~ra's Brahmasiddhi says 
that chapter 63 of the Anantanandagirfya mentions Sure~vara as the head of the 
S~geri mat.ha! Veezhinathan (1972) has also edited Sarvajfi~tman's Sam. k.sepa 
~arfraka; his introduction quotes his Anantanandagirfya edition and makes 
much of the words sam~pa and agraya in its comments about ~ g e r i .  Clearly, 
these comments need to be viewed in the context of K~fici ma!ha's claim that 
S~geri ma.tha is a branch of  Kfidali matha, which is near S~geri  (sam~pa). 

50. Mahadevan (Veezhinathan 1971: iii-v) quotes Antarkar (196I: 75) who 
quotes Acyutar~ya: 'anantanandagiry ukta gai~karavijaye tu kalat.y akhya 
gramavarye' (in the Sai~karavijaya of Anan~nandagiri, it is said, 'in the great 
village of K~la.ti'). I have been unable to verify this quotation. 

51. 'sak.sat cidambarega ira virajam~nah.' (Seated like the very lord of 
Cidambaram) (Veezhinathan 1971: I!). 

52. ~iva has a different name at each temple, for example, R~me~vara in 
R~me~varam, Arun.~cale~vara in Tiruvan.n.amalai, and so on. Cidambare~a is a 

definite reference to the temple at Cidambaram. 
53. Candra~ekharendra Sarasvati (1980: 47) says that only this Marka.n(l. eya 

Sam. hita gives complete information about these ~iva-lii~gas. I have been unable 
to locate it in any of the various editions of the Brahman. d.a Puran. a. It is 
obviously different from the well-known Marka.n(l. eya Puran. a and also different 
from a P~iicar~tra text called Marka.n(l. eya Sa.mhita, which was published by the 
Tirumala Tirupati Devasth~nam in 1984. 

54. Rama Sastri (1976: 61) also misquotes Mallin~tha. He maintains that 
Mallin~ltha says, 'sphat.ikaliizge yoge~vara iti prasiddhih.,' and that the printed 
edition's reading ofyagegvara is only a typographical error. 1 leave it to readers 
to draw their own conclusions about his claims. 

55. The Paacadag~ analyzes only these four sentences in its fifth chapter, 
titled 'Mah~vS.kyaviveka' (Mahadevan 1976). The Dharmasindhu of K. 

Upadhyaya (1986: 392) reads: 

pa~c[kara.~dy avabodhya, praj~dnam brahma, ayam atm,~ brahma, tat tvam 
asi, aham brahma asmi iti rgvedadi mah~vakye.sv anyatama.m gis.ya ~akhanu- 
saren, a upadigya tad artham, bodhayet. 

After teaching Pa~cikaran.a, one of the great sentences from the R g Veda and 
others, 'Consciousness is Brahman,' 'This self is Brahman,' 'You are that,' 
and 'I am Brahman,' is to be imparted according to the disciple's Vedic 
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branch, and its meaning must be taught. 

V~sudev,~grama's Yatidharmaprakaga (Oiivelle 1976) quotes PaacTkaran. a and 
lists the same four sentences. Bharati (1965: 147-48) quotes a Mantramuktavai~ 
that provides the same list and associates them with the four mat.has: 'iti 
paramaha.msa catvari mat.ha dTks.a" (This is the initiation at the four mat.has of 
the paramaha.msa monks). 

56. Bhagavad Ggtd 17.23 reads, "om. tatsad iti nirdego brahman, ah. trividhah. 
sm.rtah.' (It is remembered that Brahman is denoted in three ways, as o.m, tat, 
and sat). 

57. A variant reading of the Paacgkara.na has grutibhyah, for vakyebhyah.. I 
have discussed the authorship of this text elsewhere (Sundaresan 2002). Here, it 
is sufficient to note the important place given to this text in sam. nyasa initiation 
(note 55 above). 

58. Man. d. akya Upani.sad says that o.m is an ak.sara (syllable), not a vakya or 
a mahavakya, denoting Brahman. The sm.rti is Bhagavad G~ta (8.13), which 
reads 'o.m ity ekak.sara.m brahma' (The one syllable o.m is Brahman). 

59. To my knowledge, 'neha nanasti kim. cana' has never been claimed to be a 
mai~vakya. 

60. Vide, 'evam. mahavakya-catust.ayasya upadegad eva gis.yasya grava.na- 
siddhau jatayam tad vakyartha vicara rapam' (The disciple's reflection upon 
the meaning of the sentences is born only from the teaching of the four great 
sentences) and "tad upadega prakarah api mahavakya-catustayasya rapa eva" 
(The method of teaching is also in the form of the four great sentences). 
Anant~nandagiri's reference to the ~ukarahasya Upani.sad reads, "rahasyavede 
mah~devah, kila gukasya upade~a.m k.rtavan ity uktam" (In the Rahasyaveda, it is 
said that Mah,~deva taught ~uka in the same way) (Veezhinathan 1971: 146). in 
the Sukarahasya Upanis.ad, ~iva-Mah~deva instructs ~uka: "atha mahavakyani 
catvari, yath~ o.m prajganam brahma o.rn aham brahma asmi o.m tat tram asi 
om. ayam atma brahma iti" (Now, the great sentences are four in number, 
namely, 'Consciousness is Brahman,' 'I am Brahman,' 'You are that,' and 'This 
self is Brahman') (J. Sastri 1970, 1: 258). 

61. Some Upani.sads mention three or seven mahavakyas (Sprockhoff 1976: 
166, 280, 385), while Mayeda (1992: 66) cites a text that lists twelve 
mahavakyas. However, my criticism of Veezhinathan is on solid ground. 
Anant~nandagiri explicitly uses the term mahavakya-catu.st.aya and refers to the 
~ukarahasya Upani.sad, a text that lists four mahavakyas. This clearly endorses 
only the tradition of four mahavakyas used for upadega during monastic 
initiation. 

62. The identification of Vidy~an.ya with a M~dhava is a complicated issue 
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and has been the subject of many debates, but this is not very crucial for the rest 
of this discussion. 

63. DhanapatisQrin's chronogram gives the date of completion of the 
.Din. d. ima: 'pandava-isv-ahi-tare.~a-pramite" (Sawai t992: 23). This is the year 
1855 Vikrama era, which is 1798-99 CE. The work was completed in the 
Sr~van.a month, which would have been in 1798 CE. 

64. The earliest edition mentioned by Mayeda (1992: 7) dates to 1864. The 
~ g e r i  edition was published in 1956 and again in 1972, in addition to older 
printings in the nineteenth century. 

65. Reddiar (1987) claims that Kumbhakon.am mat.ha won the Akhil~.nd.e~vari 
tat.ai~ka-prati.st.ha lawsuit against the S.mgeri mat.ha (see note 18 above). Sharma 
(1987) says that the court merely dismissed the case and advised the temple 
authorities to make their own decisions regarding the tat.ai~ka-prati.st.ha 
ceremony. 

66. There is yet another claim of the K~fici mat.ha with respect to this text. 
Candra~ekharendra Sarasvati (1980: I-5, 83-84) says that the author of the 
Madhav~ya has written an auto-commentary on it. Mahadevan, the translator, 
does not expand upon this, but only the two commentaries by Dhanapatis0rin 
and Acyutar~ya are known. The implication seems to be that Dhanapatisfirin, the 
earlier commentator, is himself the author of the Madhav~ya. 

67. Antarkar (1972: 21) claims that B. Upadhyaya supports his stance on 
M~dhava Bha.t.ta and Bharata Campa. However, Upadhyaya (1967: !) explicitly 
identifies Vidy~anya as the author of the Madhaviya, saying, 'grantha ke 
racayit~ svam~ vidy~ran.ya hai.m' (The author of the text is Sv~mi Vidy~tran.ya). 
Rama Sastri (1976: 55-56) claims that M~dhava Bha.t.ta is the author of a 
Bhagavata Campa. The Library of Congress catalog lists one Bharata CampO 
by an Anantakavi and two Bhagavata Campa texts, one of which is attributed 
to an Abhinava Klilid~sa. Note that the name Navak~lid,~sa is found in the first 
chapter of the Madhavtya Sankaravijaya. 

68. B. Upadhyaya (1967: xi-xxii) reproduces messages from leaders of 
various Da~animi institutions, many of whom particularly mention this debate. 
Thurman (1991: 37) describes a very similar debate in Tibetan Buddhist 
hagiography, including an identical theme of an annual graddha ritual. This 
seems to be related to the tension between householder and monastic ideals. 

69. For example, Madhav~ya (3.8) uses the words "iti kecit' to describe a 
variant tradition. 

70. Madhav~ya (5.99) reads: 

svaminn aham na p.rthivf na jala.m na tejah, na sparganah, na gagana.m na ca 
tadgun, ah. va. na api indriyan.y api tu viddhi tatah, avagistah, yah. kevalah, asti 
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paramah, sa givah, aham asmi. 

Sir, I am not the earth or water or fire or air or space, nor am 1 their qualities; 
I am not the senses; 1 am the one ~iva, who is alone, supreme, and beyond all 
these. 

Antarkar feels that no genuine disciple would have spoken thus to his guru 
and therefore accuses M,~dhava of not depicting Safikara in a positive manner. 
However, he also thinks that the above verse is originally from the Pata~jali- 
carita. He should have really leveled this criticism not against M~dhava, but 
against R~mabhadra Diks.ita! 

71. Thus, Sankara is said to have always been a vidvat sam. nyasin (one who 
renounces the world because Brahman-knowledge has already arisen), not a 
vividi.sa sam. nyasin (one who renounces the world because of a desire to know 
Brahman). 

72. The Hastamalaka ,~lokas read very similarly, with the refrain 'sa 
nityopalabdhi-svarapa.h aham atma' (1 am the Self, of  the nature of eternal 
consciousness). An English translation of this set of verses may be found in 
Potter (1981: 601-2). 

73. A bha.sya is an independent commentary on a primary source text. A t.~ka 
consists of annotations on a bhas.ya. A v.rtti is akin to a bha.sya, in that it 
develops the source text and explores its philosophical implications, A v.rtti 
may be either on a primary source text or on a bhd.sya. A varttika is a critical 
subcommentary on a bha~ya that examines that which is well said (saktam), that 
which is said imperfectly (duruktam), and what is left unsaid (anuktam). 

74. In fact, Midhava's account is perfectly consistent with the meanings of 
these terms. Some disciples are jealous that ~aflkara asks Sure~vara to write a 
varttika. Others are suspicious that he would misuse the opportunity and 
compromise the Advaita teaching, as he had been a Pfirva Mim~m. saka until 
recently, having only converted after a tough debate. They also think that the 
master's work does not need a critical varttika and suggest that a simpler .t[kt~ is 
sufficient. 

75. However, note that Tripathi's introduction to ,~,nandagiri's Tarka- 
sailgraha (1917) gives a tradition that places Anandagiri at DvS.rak,~. On the 
other hand, in the .t[ka on Sure~vara's varttika on B.rhadaran.yaka Upani.sad 
Bha.sya (Subrahmanya Sastri 1982: 1), Anandagiri himself pays homage to 
Vi.sn.u at Nil~dri (modem Puri). V y ~ c a l a ' s  identity is highly uncertain, while 
the date given by the K,~fici ma.tha for Parama~ivendra Sarasvati is too early by 

at least a century. 
76. "vyasacala pramukha parvika pan d. ita k.smabh.rtsambh.rta uccatara kavya- 
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taroh, sugad, hat. vidvanmadhuvrata sukhorurasani sarvan, yadatum artha- 
kusumany aham ak.samah, asmi" (Vy,%~cala and other earlier scholars have 
composed trees of poetry on earth; I am unable to extract and present all the 
essences of  the flowers on them). This verse is said to be obtained from a 
Madhavfya manuscript (numbered D 12174) at the Oriental Library, Madras. 
Antarkar (1972: 2) reads surfteh., instead of sugad.hat, in the first line. This 
verse is different from Madhav~ya 1.17, which has the words, 'dhanyah. sah. 
vvasacala-kavivarah.' (Blessed is the great poet, Vyasficala). 

77. The second verse supplied by Mah~deva g~istri, as given by Antarkar 
(1972: 2), reads, 'yatnadudalpadhi.san. as.m. ina grah~tum gakyam tad atra sarasam. 
sakalat.n grhitva, ka~cin mahe~vara gurusm.rti bhinnamoha.h sa.mk.sepa-~aitkara- 
jayasrajam atanomi' (I present the Sam. k.sepa Saizkarajaya after grasping the 
essence to the best of my ability, being blessed by my teacher's memory). 

78. ~iva is said to have appeared on the banks of the river Gafig~i in the form 
of a C~n. d. ~la to test ~ankara's level of Brahman-realization. 

79. Madhavfya (4.11) reads, ' givaguruh, sa jaran trisame gigau am.rta-karma- 
vagah, sutamoditah., upaninT.sita sanuh, api svayam na hi yamah, asya k.rtak.rtam 
iksate' (In the third year of the child, the old ~ivaguru took delight in his son, 
but the uninitiated son knew that the god of death was already watching for his 
[the father's] last days). Verse Ii .116 of Vy~s~cala (Chandrasekharan 1954) has 
a variant reading in the first two quatrains, 'trisama eva gigoh, janakah, jarann 
am.rta-karmavagah, sutamoditah.,' but note that Sus.ama explicitly identifies 
Vy~s~fcala as the author of the reading found only in the Madhav~ya. This may 
be a minor variation in the reading of the verse, but it is very curious that in 
a narrative that is otherwise chronologically ordered, the story of ~afikara's 
upanayana occurs very late in the 1954 Vyasacaliya text. In the twelve chapters 
in this text, such an early event as an upanayana occurs only in the eleventh 
chapter, much later than the account of ~afikara's sa.mnyasa days. 

80. This worsens (close to 50 percent) if we compare these three hundred 
thirty-three verses to only the unshared verses. 

81. Dhanapatis0rin, author of D. in.d. ima and Dundubhi, was from Punjab. 
He was a disciple of a B~lagopala Tirtha and a son-in-law of  Sad~nanda, author 
of ~aizkaravijaya Sara. Acyutar~ya, who was from Maharashtra, became a 
sa.mnyasin under the name Gop~lendra Sarasvati. 

82. Verse 8.111 has the words, 'kamegvarfm anudinam arcayan brahma- 
nandam avindata" (Worshipping the goddess K~me~vari daily, he [~afikara] 
experienced the bliss of Brahman) (Radhakrishna Sastri 1986: 110). Note the 
close similarity between this and an earlier verse (5.49) in the context of ~afikara 
worshipping the goddess Min~k.si at Madurai, which reads, 'anudinam iti devTm 
arcayan...cintanirv.rto babhava' (Thus, worshipping the goddess daily .... he 
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[~afikara] became free of all worries). This is not interpreted to mean that 
Safikara established a mat.ha at Madurai or that he spent his last days there. 
Rama Sastri and others like to apply a different interpretive standard only to 
verse 8.111 and KS.ficipuram. 

83. Verses 7.71-85 of this ~aizkarabhyudaya are based on the fifteen-syllable 
~rividy~-mantra (ka-e-f-la-hrfm, ha-sa-ka-ha-la-hrfm., sa-ka-la-hrfm.), with 
consecutive verses beginning with these seed syllables in order. The same 
pattern is found in verses 7.87-92, with respect to the six-syllable mantra (ai.m- 
hri.m-~rf.m, ai.m-klTt.n-sauh.). These two mantras and o.m are often combined 
together in ritual practice. 

The seventh chapter also refers to the poet's ancestors: "pavitrayann atra 
sah. bhaik.sacaryaya svaya.m bhavasvami sudhTniketanam' (Sanctifying the home 
of Bhavasv~min, by visiting it for food; 7.40ab) and "nirfk.sama.nah. pathi 
satyamaizgala.m nivasayogya.m man ikhet.ayajvanah." (Visiting Satyamaflgalam on 
the way, a village fit for the residence of Man. ikhe.ta Yajvan; 7.44ab). Man. ikhe.ta 
Yajvan was the poet's father, while Bhavasv~min was an earlier ancestor 
(Radhakrishna Sastri 1986: 85-86). 

84. R~jacSd~man. i's salutation of his guru and his lineage reads: 

garvarya.h carame ydme gayanah, sa kadacana. 
g[rvan, endra guru m buddhya g[rvan, endram alokata. 
...paryaya gailkarac~rya .m pare vacam avasthitam. 
prapaacas~ra pramukha prabandha k.rti vedhasam. 

Once while lying down towards the end of  the day, he saw in his mind his 
teacher, Girv~n.endra .... who was a ,~ankar~c~'ya in regular order, who was 
established in the highest Word, and who was an adept in many works, 
beginning with the Prapaacasara. 

Verse 1.58 describes ~ankara's composition: "mantragama mah~mbhodhim. 
mathitva buddhi manthatah., prapa~casara pramukha prabandham.rtam &lade" 
(By churning the great ocean of mantras, with his intellect as the churning rod, 
he produced the nectar of texts, beginning with the Prapa~cas~ra) 
(Radhakrishna Sastri 1986: 3ff.). 

85. ~;arma is a properly Br~man.a surname, while Gupta is usually a Vai~ya 
surname. The Pata~jalicarita reference may be to Candr~caxya of the northern 
C~ndra vy~karana tradition, who is said to have studied Patafijali's Mah~bha.sya 
in the south (Aklujkar 1991: 2-3). 

86. The Madhav~ya identifies Man..dana MiCra with Vi~vanipa and with 
Sure~vara. Many Advaita writers consistently attribute quotations from 
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Sure~vara to a Vi~varfipa. Kuppuswami Sastri's (1982) edition of Brahmasiddhi 
rejects the identification of Man..dana with Suregvara. 

87. The only exception seems to be Puru.sottama Bh~rati's Sankaravijaya 
Sai~graha (the Ka.sman. d.a Sai~karavijaya), which says that the Sfirad~ temple 
was consecrated at a place called Pamm~pura (Antarkar 1962: 12). This might be 
a reference to Pampfipura, an old name of Hampi, the Vijayanagara capital. 
Vidyfira.nya is said to have established the Virfip~k.sa mat.ha here, with an 
associated Sfirad~ temple. 

88. "katicana vinivegya atha .r.syagri~gagrarnadau" (Dispatching some to the 
agrama of .R.sya~.rfiga and other places) (MadhavTya 16.93). 

89. Chapters 21 through 23 of the Saitkaravijaya Vilasa of Cidvilfisa (Antarkar 
1973) describe ~afikara's stay at the vibhan, d. aka tapovanam. Vibh~n..daka is the 
name of R.sya~.rfiga's father in the Mahabhdrata and S.rfigeri is the Kannada 
form of Rsya~.rfigagiri, but Antarkar's introduction professes not to recognize 
this connection. Chapter 25 describes the Kfificipuram Sarvajfiapitha. 

90. The Prapaacasara is a very important text from another perspective as 
well. It is usually assumed that although the S~kta ~rividy~ tradition is 
nowadays closely associated with the Advaita mat.has in the south, it has 
an independent origin in K~mira ~aiva tradition (Brooks 1992). However, the 
Prapa~casara has itself been a standard reference for many ~ k t a  Tantric 
authors, and the fact that Advaita tradition associates its composition with 
K~mira is perhaps significant. Padoux (1990: 66) assumes that this text dates 
to the thirteenth century and ascribes it to Vidy~afikara, but Pande ( 1994:127, 
369) points out that Amalfinanda's Vedantakalpataru, an early thirteenth-century 
text, already attributes the Prapaacasara to Safikara. A study of the legends 
about the Sarvajfiapitha in conjunction with the authorship of Prapa~casara 
may offer interesting insights into the origins and growth of variant matha 
traditions. 

91. Govindaniitha's verses (9.1-3) read: 

sarvajf~ah gi.sya-sa.myuktah, gankarah, degikegvarah.. 
bhRmim pradak.si.nfk.rtya bhayah, k~cipuram, gata.h. 
jambadvTpasya kurvan, e gobha .m bharata ma.n(l, ale. 
gasta.m kagm[ra namana.m desam, vidyotuman bh.rsam. 
kamak4.ya nama vagdevydh, sthanam, tat puram aptavan. 
sarvaj~ap[t.ham arod. hum iye.sa yati pui~gavah.. 

The omniscient ~ar~kara, the king of teachers, accompanied by his disciples, 
came again to Kificipuram, circumambulating the earth. In order to glorify the 
island of Jambfi on earth, in the great country of Kfi~mira, the supreme ascetic 
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reached the city of V~gdevi, the goddess of speech, also called K~m~Jk.si, and 
desired to ascend the Sarvajfiapi.tha, the throne of omniscience (Antarkar 
1992a: 129). 

92. Potter's introduction to Sure~,vara also describes ~.rfigeri as Sankara's 
birthplace, which seems to be the result of some confusion. The S~geri  mat.ha 
has never claimed that S.rfigeri itself is Safikara's birthplace, as all its accounts 
mention KAla.ti in this regard. However, until the beginning of the twentieth 
century, the exact location of  this place remained largely unknown, in 1910, the 
then head of the S.rngeri mat.ha rediscovered KAla.ti and established temples, 
Vedic schools, and a branch mat.ha there. The introduction (Potter 1981: 420) 
then goes on to say that Suregvara's name appears in the lists of all the mat.has. 
The source for this statement remains unknown, as at least two mat.ha lists do 
not include Suregvara. Puri sources list either Padmapada or Hastamalaka, while 
Badrin~th invariably names To.taka. 

93. In some of his works, Sarvajfi~tman gives the name of  his guru as 
Devegvara. A late commentator equates this Devegvara with Suregvara, but it is 
quite improbable that Sarvajfi~tman was ~ankara's junior contemporary. The 
identity of P.rthvidhara remains unknown. 

94. Cenkner ignores the Karavirapi.tha and Sumerupi.tha, each of which claims 
to be the fifth mat.ha established by ~ankara. He also ignores the Kerala 
tradition that ~ankara established four mat.has (Va.dakke, Tekke, E.dayil, and 
Nad. uvil) at TrichQr, each in charge of one of his four disciples. This tradition is 
linked to the establishment of the Kerala calendar known as the Ko!!am era and 
may also be correlated with Govindan~tha's account of ~ankara's last days. 

95. The K ~ c i  mat.ha has also made various claims about key post-~ankaran 
Advaitins, including Vidy~ Tirtha and Vidy~ran.ya, which have not been 
discussed in this paper. As noted earlier, the Kafici mat.ha claims either a 
Dak.sin.~mn~ya or a malamnaya status. However, in a recent joint statement 
issued in 1993 in connection with the AyodhyA issue, Jayendra Sarasvati 
of K~ifici is silent about his malha's amnaya status, while the heads of the 
four arnn~va mat.has are explicitly described as such. Still, his presence, along 
with the heads of the amnaya mat.has, is a measure of the growing political 
importance of this ma.tha. KAfici was not represented in an earlier meeting of  the 
Saftkar~cAryas in S~geri  held in 1979. 

96. Pande (1994: 370-71, and references cited therein) discusses this copper- 
plate inscription in great detail. Gopinatha Rao dates it to 1231 or 1291 CE. 
Krishna Sastri notes that these dates conflict with other astronomical data 
mentioned in the inscription and proposes a date of 1351 CE. The donor is a 
Gan..dagop~la from the Telugu Cod.a dynasty, described as a tribhuvana- 
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cakravartin (emperor of the three worlds) and as cola nare6vara (overlord of the 
CS!a people). The dates proposed by Rao and Sastri are based upon varying 
identifications of this Ga.n.dagop~la. Pande says that 1351 is too late a date and 
accepts 1111 CE, as proposed by N. Ramesam, a K~fici mat.ha devotee. 
Kaficipuram became part of Vijayanagara only in 1365 CE, but the history of 
this region in the mid-fourteenth century is not very clear. On the other hand, 
Ramesam's proposal of 1111 CE goes against all known CS!a history. 
KuiSttunka I, who inherited both the C6!a and eastern C~lukya kingdoms, ruled 
over almost all of the Tamil-and Telugu-speaking regions between 1070 and 
!118 CE (Nilakantha Sastri 1958: 180--210). His inscriptions are found in all 
major K~ficipuram temples. In 1111 CE, a Telugu Co.da named Ga0..dagop~la 
may have ruled at Kaficipuram as a vassal, but he could not have described 
himself independently as a tribhuvana-cakravartin and a cola naregvara while 
he was subject to an overlord in Tafij~vrir. Thus, every proposed date from I 11 I 
to 1351 CE seems problematic, and it is quite legitimate to ask whether this 
inscription is entirely a late forgery. 

Even if the inscription were assumed to be authentic, there are other problems. 
The donee is a dvija named ~ankar~u'ya (not ~a_fikarac~xya) from the house of 
Poppilli, a Telugu family (dvijanmane, poppilli prathitdtmane) who worships 
~;iva and who resides in a mat.ha to the west of the Hasti~aila temple. The donee 
was probably a householder, as his name would correspond to ~at~karayya or 
~aflkaraiyar in Telugu or Tamil. His description as a dvija militates against 
supposing that he was a Da~an~mi monk, and a Da~an~mi suffix or a reverential 
svamf or gr~pada is conspicuously absent. Mat.has of the Advaita tradition are 
invariably headed by ascetics. The contemporary Advaita mat.ha at Kifici is not 
located to the west of the Hasti~aila temple, and nothing in this inscription 
indicates the philosophical affiliations of this ~afikar~rya. This inscription may, 
therefore, belong to any one of numerous Saiva institutions in K~ificipuram. 

97. The ,~.rfigeri ~¢;a~kar~'yas used to be honored with special palanquins 
and gun salutes in the southern princely states (K. Venkataraman 1959). This 
forms a subtext to the K~fici mat.ha's disputes with the ~.rfigeri mat.ha. Political 
relationships among the N~yaka kingdoms that arose after the fall of Vijaya- 
nagara must have also played a role in such conflicts. Rajacfid~mani Dik.sita 
was a scholar at the N~yaka court at Taiij~v0r (Radhakrishna Sastri 1986: v), a 
kingdom that arose in post-Vijayanagara times, while the N~yakas of ikkeri in 
Karnataka were patrons of the ~.rfigeri mat.ha (Swaminathan 1957). The ~afikam 
hagiographies and variant mat.ha traditions may, therefore, have to be correlated 
with post-Vijayanagara N~yaka history. 

98. Hacker (1978: 479) considers the tradition of mat.has to be entirely a 
fiction. He thinks that Vidy~xan. ya set up Vidy~aflkara (Vidy~ Tirtha), his guru, 
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as the head of a new mat.ha at ~.rfigeri, then claimed that this mat.ha had been 
established by Saflkara and that his guru had been the head of the mat.ha all 
along. 

Er [= Vidy~a.nya] schuf Fiktionen, und gab aus, der Ma.tha sei von Sankara 
selber gegrtindet worden und habe seither dauemd bestanden .... Er setzte 
zun~ichst den alten Vidy~ankara als Vorsteher ein und gab aus, dieser habe 
dort schon seit Jahrzehnten gewirkt. 

He [Vidy~'an.ya] created fictions and proclaimed that the mat.ha had been 
established by Sankara himself and had existed since then .... He installed the 
old Vidy~ankara as the head and proclaimed that he had occupied that 
position for many decades. 

However, Kulke (1985: 135) thinks that Vidy~ Tirtha played a more decisive 
role in establishing a new mat.ha and merely attributes this supposed fiction to 
Vidy~ Tirtha instead. 

99. The boar emblem was used by the C~lukyas of Badami (seventh through 
ninth centuries) and Kaly~.a (eleventh through twelfth centuries), by the 
Hoysa!as in Karnataka and Tamilnadu (twelfth through thirteenth centuries), 
and, more recently, by the Mysore Wodeyars (seventeenth through twentieth 
centuries). Historically, the use of royal symbols in the Da~an~mi tradition is 
usually linked to Vidy~ran.ya and his connection to Vijayanagara. However, the 
early thirteenth-century date for the seal in the name of Vidy~ankara indicates a 
probable prehistory to the connections between Advaita monks and royalty. 
Kulke (1985) seems to be unaware of this inscription, although it is documented 
in the Epigraphia carnatica (Rigopoulos 1998: 237). 

100. It should be clear that I regard Mahadevan, Veezhinathan, and Antarkar 
as having been motivated by K~fici mat.ha interests and as having misled other 
scholars who cite their publications. Even after allowing for considerable benefit 
of the doubt, ! find it difficult not to conclude that critical scholarship has been 
deliberately manipulated, with a view to marginalize every tradition that is 
disagreeable to the K~fici mat.ha. 
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